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As Ballots Are Cast Nov. 4

Voters Decide Ambulance
Service Financial Support
property assessed at $25,000 would be
By DEBBIE N. LEE
$10. The tax would be collected like all
Staff Writer
other county taxes through the sheriff's
Financial support for ambulance seroffice.
vice in Calloway County will rest in the
Miller said that 1980 was an unusual
hands of Calloway County voters as
year in that "start-up" costs were inthey cast their ballots on Nov. 4.
curred, including the purchase of three
The question confronting voters is:
ambulances and equipment.
"Are you in favor of establishing an
The board Could elect to operate the
emergency ambulance service district
service independently or to contract
In Calloway County which shall have
with a private firm. According to the
the authority to impose a special ad
Kentucky Revised Statutes, an
valorem tax of four cents on each $100
"equitable" system of service charges
worth of property assessed for local
would be established to be collected
taxation in the district for the
from persons using the service. The
maintenance and operation of the
ratesoigetilpIn •setvek, as tq yield
Calloway County Emergency Amrevenues not in excess of ellt:kost of
bulance Service District?"
operation and maintenance of the
The service was accepted by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital on a
' Presently thelikklart and city
one-year emergency basis beginning
council are partially supporting the serJan. 1, 1980. One of the conditions of the
vice with mime
stil
l
rar.dautions totaling
hospital's acceptance of the service
$90,000 from .fbci
erierhtfiitlits.
The
was the placing on the ballot of a
,
county's de'
-.share is $54,000,
referendum for an ambulance tax to
while the council has $36,000 set aside
subsidize the operation of the service.
for the service.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
The hospital board extended its oneadopted a resolution to submit the
year acceptance of the service until
referendum to the voters.
June 30, 1981,to allow the city and counAdoption of the referendum will rety six months to find an alternative if
quire a board to be established conthe referendum fails on the November
sisting of three directors from the counballot. The total $90,000 city-county subty and one from the city. The county
sidy for the service will be halved for
• directors would be appointed by the
the first six months of 1981.
fiscal court, and the Murray City CounThe service, which made 880 palls
cil would appoint the director from the
through Sept. 30, has collected $25,957 of
city. The directors would -receive no
the $57,682 it has charged users during
compensation for their service.
that period for a 45 percent collection
Once the board is established, it
rate. Thesost of the service, including
would have the power to levy a tax of up
salaries and supplies, has been $109,187,
to 4 cents per $100 assessed property
leaving a loss of $83,230, according to
valuation.
figures supplied by Jerry Gorrell,
According to County Judgedirector of the service.
Executive Robert 0. Miller, the service
Gorell estimates] that with the $90,000
may not need the full 4-cent limit. "My
subsidy for the year, the annual loss
judgment is that a 3 cent tax will bring
will be around $31,000.
in a sufficient amount when combined
About 70 percent of the people using
with charges for the service."
the service are elderly, Gorrell said.
A tax of 1 cent would generate $39,311,
Calls made by the service are classified
2 cents would produce $78,622, 3 cents
would give the service $117,935, while _ _as approximately one-half "transfers!' _
and about one-half emergency situathe upper limit of 4 cents would produce
a revenue Tlf $157,246, Miller estimated,---tions;heroniinued. -----------The service, which- employs 10 fullAt the 4-cent upper limit, the tax on

Iranian Deputies Boycott
Public Debate On Hostages
By The Associated Press
Amid stormy scenes at the Parliament building, many Iranian deputies
boycotted public debate on the
American hostages today, leaving the
228-seat legislature short of its 179member quorum and forcing postponement of the session until Sunday.
Sixty-six deputies defied appeals by
Tehran radio and Iran's chief Judge
Sadegh Khalkali that they attend today
- many of them protesting any action
on release of the captives before the
U.S. presidential elections Nov.4.
Khalkhali, the stern Islamic judge
who has sent scores of convicted
criminals before firing squads and is
known as a hardliner on the hostage
issue, stormed to the rostrum, screaming and waving his whit.t turban Over
his head, and pleaded fora quorum so
debate could begin.

The deputies in attendance shouted
that debate should be held even without
a quorum, a Danish radio correspondent reported from the scene.
Saying he was "no friend of the
United States or Jimmy Carter,"
Khalkhali said that regardless of the effect of the hostage issue on the
presidential election, it was a problem
the assembly was obliged to tackle, the
reporter said.
Dozens of boycotting deputies milled
outside. They sent a message into the
hall saying a debate would only "help
the cause of the United States„ and
especially Jimmy Carter," the reporter
said.
A source close to the debate said the
boycotters wanted to stay clear of the
U.S. election to avoid any appearance
of collusion with the Carter administration over release of the hostages, in
their 362nd day of captivity today.

time and two part-tune emergency
medical technicians, averages 39.8
miles per call. The average charge to
an individual is $65.54 per call.
"The hospital agreed to take the service only on an emergency basis until
the matter could be brought before the
voters," Stuart Poston, hospital administrator, said. "If the referendum
fails, the city and county will have to
either drop the service altogether, fund
the hospital to operate it, or turn to a
divided service out of the fire department and the rescue squad."
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said the
defeat of the referendum would indicate to him that voters are not willing
to pay for the service. "It's obvious to
everyone that the city is having difficulty balancing its budget now," Henley
said. "I see us as having no further
responsibility in the matter if the voters
turn it down."
"I feel the county has a responsibility
to provide reasonable service to the
community," Miller said. "However,
the service must be commensurate
with the court's income, and money
constraints dictate how much and what
level of service can be provided."
Local funeral homes provided ambulance service in the county tintil June
1973 when they decided to discontinue
the service. At that time, the city and
county contracted with the Angels of
Mercy ambulance firm, based in
Paducah. That contract was renewed
through Dec. 31, 1979.

Mrs. Carter
Speaks At
Paducah Rally
By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. tAP) - With six
days remaining until next week's eleclion, First Lady Rosalynn Carter came.
home to the South to warwthet -changing from Jimmy Carter to Ronald
Reagan is "the worst thing we can do."
Mrs. Carter told about 600 Kentucky
Democrats at a rally in this Ohio River
community in extreme western Kentucky that President Carter is making
progress at solving the nation's problems.
"The worst thing we can do now is to
have a change and an upheaval just as
we're starting to solve our problems,"
she said. "This country has not had a
two-term president since Eisenhower.
We always have to start over again and
its no wonder we can't solve our
longrange problems."
The First Lady's visit to Paducah
came hours after the President squared
off against Ronald Reagan in Tuesday
night's debate and before another campaign stop in Jackson, Tenn.
"I thought he was wonderful in the
debate last night," said Mrs. Carter,
who predicted victory for her husband,
in Tuesday's election.
Mrs. Carter said that before the
debate, she believed the president
would have the advantage in substance,
where Reagan would have the edge in
style. But she said that in her view,
-Carter bested his opponent on both
coeds.

QUEEN CANDIDATES - These three Murray High School co-eds will compete for the honor of Homecoming
Queen at the school Friday. The queen will be crowned in a ceremony at 7 p.m., prior to the Murray-Paducah Tilghman football game. The candidates are (from left) Starr Jones, Tammie Campbell and Michelle Harris. The school's
Homecoming dance will be held Saturday night.

Large Turnout Expected For Public
Hearing On Possible Payroll Tax
A large turnout is expected at
tonight's public hearing on a possible
payroll tax for the city of Murray.
.
The payroll tax was proposed at the
last meeting of the Murray Common
Council to offset an anticipated loss of
$320,000 per year in revenue sharing
funds that the city has been utilizing in
its general fund operating budget. The
current federal revenue sharing
measure has expired and it is not
known if, or when, Congress might
reapprove hnother revenue sharing
bill.
The issue came to a head at the last
meeting of the Murray City Council
when Mayor Melvin B. Henley advised
the city legislators that the only way he
could prepare a balanced budget for
1981 would be through the adoption Of a
payroll tax. that would generate the
needed $320,000 or by laying off 25 of the
32 employees of the Murray Fire
Department and three of the 22 on the
police force.
The council decided, after considerable discussion,that a public hearing on the alternatives would be the
best course of action at this time. That
hearing will begin at 7:00 tonight in the
auditorium of the special education
building on the Murray State University campus. The building is located on N.
16th Street.
"I think it's time we look to an alternate tax structure substituting a
payroll tax for other taxes that are not
inflation indexed," Henley said
Wednesday.
The mayor estimated that a one percent payroll tax would be adequate to
produce enough revenue to replace the
$320,000 in revenue sharing money and
at the same time allow the council to
eliminate the auto vehicle license. The
$15-c1t3' stickers are estimated to pro.duce $115,000 in 1981.
Henley said the best estimate that he
and other city administration workers
have arrived at to date is that a one percent tax would generate $450,000 to
$500,000 per year.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, chairman of the

council's budget and finance conunittee, said Wednesday that-he feels the
council may be reacting too quickly to
the problem.
"I think maybe we'd better slow
down 'a little bit and make sure we
make the right decision," Lowry said,
"I don't believe we'll get into any
(financial) problems if we wait until the
end of December to make the final decision."

possibility that it would sharply increase fire instance rates within the
city.
.
Mayor Henley reported this week
that he had been advised by the state
Insurance Services Office -the agency
that establishes those rates- that such
a change would have no effect on
homeowners' rates but that commercial rates would likely rise if the fire
department staff was cut.
"In view of the situation whereby we
Lowry said he feels a payroll tax, if it
are faced with levying a payroll tax or
is determined by the council that it is
reducing personnel, if the reduction in
necessaty, "needs more work before
personnel has little effect on service
we get into it."
"I want to keep all options open," level, I must question the advisability
of the tax," Henley said in a letter to
Lowry added. "I'm opposed to cutting
council members delivered Tuesday.
the fire and police deparments and I'd
In another development connected
like to see what the citizens say -at,
with the issue, the officers and board
Thursday's hearing."
--members -ef -tile Downtown -MerehtintsLowry also said that he feels revenue
Association decided this-week that it.
aharing will be refunded by Congress
Was not in the "best interest of the'...but he does not necessarily think it will
association to take a stand on the
be in the immediate future,
payroll tax issue-as an organization.
The main concern expressed by counThe associaton advised each incil members last Thursday about the
dividual merchant to make up his or
possible reduction of the fire departher mind as to how they stand on the
ment to a , volunteer level was the
issue.

inside today
WKMS-FM, Murray State University's non-commercial radio station,
has received $2,600 in contributions during its -`1Friendship Festival"
campaign. A photo feature on the campaign appears on Page 12.
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clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight, low 30 to
35. Sunny and pleasant Friday,
high 60 to 65.
Extended Forecast
Dry Saturday through Monday'
with near normal temperatures.
Highs will be mostly in the upper
50s to low 60s. Lows will be mostly in the upper 30s to low 40s.
Lake Levels
354.88
Lake Barkley
355.18
Kentucky I.ake

Springer's Service As MSU Regent Is Longest In State
By DWAIN MeINTOSH

O.R. Springer

To people in Henderson, 0.B. Springer is known as Mr. Murray State
University.
A 1930 graduate, he served 26 years.
on the board of regents before he stepped down earlier this year. And his influence in recruiting students from the
Henderson area to attend Murray State
has been, in the manner of the man, a
quiet but considerable contribution.
His long service on the board - 195058, 1960-1970, and 1972-80 - gives him
the distinction of having served longer
than anyone else in Kentucky's history
as a regent or trustee of a state college
or university.
A flash of the subtle Springer sense of
humor surfaces when he explains why
he made the decision that he did not
wish to be considered for another term
on the board.
"My thinking is that when a fellow
gets a little leas than 100 years old, it's
time for him to step aside."
He was first appointed to the board by
Gov. Earle C. Clements, a longtime
friend from Springer's boyhood days in
little Floxville in Union County. Later,
he was appointed by five other governors -- Lawrence Wetherby, Bert Combs, Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt,
Wendell Ford,and Julian Carroll.

three years in football and one of the
In recognition of his long service to
fastest players on the squad.
the board and to the university, the title
Organized football was a new exof Regent Emeritus was conferred on
perience for Springer. All he had ever
Springer on Sept. 6, making him the
played as a youngster at Boxville was
first former member of the university's
of the sandlot variety.
governing body to be so designated.
"But I left those days behind me
Springer first enrolled at Murray
when I arrived on the campus," he
State in the spring semester of 1926
quipped. "We didn't play in a sandlot
because he liked the idea of a smaller
any longer -it was scow pasture."
school and because his sister, who is
Players used the old Training School,
now Iva S. Mills of Morganfield, a
one of only five buildings on the campus
retired elementary school teacher, had
at that time, for their dressing
gone there ahead of him.
quarters. Gaines were played in a field
Getting to and from the campus was
just behind it. Other buildings on the
an experience in itself. Springer often
campus at that early date were
rode the train, which had layovers
Wrather Hall, Wells Hall, Wilson Hall,
along the way in Princeton and
and the auditorium, now known as
Paducah. Sometimes he was fortunate
Lovett Auditorium.
enough to catch a ride by automobile.
Circumstances changed Springer's
"But that was not as good in those
direction in life as he was nearing
days as it sounds now," he reminisces
graduation. Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
with a little smile. "All roads were
university president, and Dr. John W:
gravel and there were two ferries to
Carr, dean, called him in one day and
cross between Henderson and Murtold him the superintendent of schools
ray."
in Dawson Springs was looking for a
Springer, a student in pre-medicine
coach.
with a major in physical science, took
advantage of his outstanding running ' "My intention had. been to go to
speed - 100 yards in 10 seconds flat- 7 medical school in- the fall," Springer
remembers,"but the Great Depression
to play both baseall and football at
'had a way of making people change
Murray State.
their plans."
An outfielder in baseball, he had a
He took the job at Dawson Springs
record as a good hitter for the four
"for a year until I got my feet on tit"
years he played. he was a halfback for

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ground" at a big salary -- $150 a month.
He stayed seven years and found
coaching a satisfying profession.
And what about medical school?
"I was young then," Springer mused.
"I thought I was destined to be another
Knute Rockne."
He coached football, baseball, and
track and began a basketball program
when a new gymnasium was built in
Dawson Springs. His teams' records
were good, with one undefeated season
in football and another year with a
single loss:,
Something else good happened to him
in Dawson Springs. He met the young
woman he married, the former Tommye Clark,a first grade teacher.
Springer gave up coaching to take a
position with the Internal Revenue Service in Owensboro. A year later, he WAS
transferred to Henderson, and nine
years after that he was slated to be
transferred again when he and his wife
decided they wanted to stay in Henderson permanently.
He gave up his position with the IRS
and bought half interest in an insurance
agency, which he retained for 25 years
before selling out in 1972. He also
became a partner in a clothing store in
1965.
Through the years he became more
and more involved in the life of the com-

immunity. He says he has served on every
board in town except the hospital board
and has been chairman of most of them.
Springer remains active in the
Rotary Club and has 28 years of perfect
attendance. fle continues to serve on'
the boards of the Salvation Army,
Riverview School, and the Hugh Edward Sandefur Training Center.
A residence hall at Murray State,
built in 1964 at a cost of almost $1
million, was. named in his honor.
Earlier this year, he was the guest of
honor at the unveiling of his portrait in
that dormitory. The portrait was
painted by Pat Corbett of Nashville,
formerly of Henderson, one of the
students Springer helped to get enrolled
at Murray State.
The clothing stare partnership with
-Elwood McReynolds has now expanded •
into four shops in downtown Henderson.
And Springer spends a portion of most
of his days working out of his office in
the rear of one of the stores.
"Sometimes I piddle and sell a little
insurance, and from time to time I put
in hours working on the
some of the boircls I'm on," he-eipTalii:.
ed. "But I'm always talking up Murray
State to prospective students from this
area."
That's not surprising. What else could
be expected of Mr. Murray Stile?

1
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed recently from the
Henry *County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn., was Lillie Ruth Diggs
of Puryear, Tenn.
Ends Tonne•
CADDISHACR

44

Happenings In The Community
Thursday,Oct. 30
Coffee by Murray State
University Women's Society
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at
the home of Carol Julian.
Sherwood
Forest,
with
Frances Brown as cohostes.

Thursday,Oct. 30
Public hearing concerning a
proposed payroll tax in the ciof Murray has been set by
t he Murray City Council for 7
p iii III the auditorium of the
Special Education Building,
North 16th Street, Murray
State campus.

Class,in Income Tax Reporting will begin at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Area Vocational
Center.. To register call the
school, 753-1870, between 8
a.m. and 3.30 p.m.

'Shower for Steve, Terri, and
Mack McCuiston, whose home
and contents burned on SaturJay, will b held at 7 p.m. at
the Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church.

4.011/111 II S.,

II

World Friendship Club will
have a Halloween costume
party and potluck dinner at 6
pin. at the home of Monica
Walston.

Between the Lakes Ministry
Calloway Chapter of Full
will be held at 9 a.m. at BranGospel
Business Men's
don Spring Group Camp.
Fellowship will meet at 8 a.m.
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels at the Triangle Restaurant.
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Spaghetti supper, sponsored
Murray Art Guild.
by Past Matrons and Past
Lecture by'G. Gordon Lid- Patrons Club of Murray, will
dy, Watergate figure, will be be at the Masonic Temple,
at 8 p.m. at the Student Center Highway 121 at Johnny
Auditorium, Murray State. Robertson Road, with serving
There is no charge and the to start at 5:30 p.m.
public is invited.
Coffee by Murray State
Friday,Oct. 3.1
University Women's Society
"Dracula"
Third night of
will be from 9:30 to 11 a.m. at
will be presented at 8 p.m. and the home of Betty Hassell, 502
again at midnight by the Com- South 16th Street, with Barmunity Theatre at the old bara Rose as cohostess.
freight depot at the MurrayCalloway Park.
Fifth annual Jamboree,

Halloween costume party
:or preschoolers through sixth
t;rade will be from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Sandy Brannon .as
chairman.

I

ENDS TONITE•
"TERROR TRAIN"(R)
STAR T M RR
Noss 5011 ssiII IM
there when we .

Second night of "Dracula"
will be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. at
old freight depot, MurrayCalloway Park.

RAISE THE

TITANIC

3

A Colloquium featuring Dr.
R. Wayne Sheeks, professor of
philoSphy and religious
studies at Murray State
University, will be in Room
i00, Faculty Hall, Murray
State, at 3 p.m. His paper will
be entitled "Eclecticism:
Man's Search for Meaningfulness." This is free and
open to the public.

ENDS TONITE•
"CLOSE ENCOUNTERS"(PG)
Al TM'
The N
Classic!

HALLOWEEN

West Kentucky Fur Takers
will meet at 1 p.m. at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
For information call 436-2686

Knights of Columbus Ladies
Wranglers Riding Club will
Night will be at 6:30 p.m. at have its trophy awards and
Leo's
the Parish Center, St.
potluck dinner at the West
Catholic Church.
Kentucky Exposition Center
Special meeting of the Land at 6 p.m.

IFFN.ILNIN

Ends Tonle
MIDDLE AGE CRAZY (R)
STARTS TOMORROW

Saturday, Nov. I
Boy Scout Troops 13. 45, and
77 will have their annual old
newspaper drive. Persons
having old newspapers only
should call 753-3824 giving
name,address,and location of
the papers.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Ghosties
and Ghoulies and Things That
Go Bump in the Night at 8 p.m.
at the Golden Pond Visitors
Center Theater; Feeding and
Sheltering Winter Birds from
Ito 4 p.m. and Fall Fishing at
2 p.tn., both at Center Station.
Workday for World Hunger
by the Baptist Student Union
will begin at 9 a.m. For odd
jobs call 753-5771.
A workshop introducing the
basics of handbell ringing for
youth and adults of First
United Methodist Church will
be from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at
the social hall of the church.
Art Workshop for children
kindergarten through sixth
grade will be from 9 to 11 a.m.
in Department of Art, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Square and round dancing
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanor will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Exposition Center,
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

sponsored by Blue Grass State
CB Club, will be from 5 to 10
Intercollegiate horse show,
p.m. at the Murray State
Beshear Gym, North 16th sponsored by the Murray
University
Street. The public is invited State
OPEN 7:00 - START 7,00
Horsemanship Club„ will
with $800 of the proceeds to go
Ends Tonite will
Citizens
Senior
Hazel
I.ast night of Kappa-Jaycee
begin at 7 p.m. at the West
NOT T-SHIRTS(R)B
to Jaws of Life fund.
Haunted Forest and Karnival, meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
INCOMING FRESHMEN(R)
Kentucky Livestock and Exlunch
at
with
Center
Hazel
sponsoYed by Kappa Depart,
FRI-SAY -SUN
Children's matinee of position Center. There is no
ment, Murray Woman's Club, '11:45 a.m.
HORROR NITS-4
"Dracula"
will be at 2 p.m. by admission.
and Local Jaycees, will be
social will the Community Theatre at old
Club
membership
SCREAMS OF A WINTER
Fall work day will be from 8
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Jaycee be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
NIGHT(R)
depot, Murray- a.m. to 5 p.m at the First
freight
Fairgrounds.
2. THE DARK (It)
Murray,Country Club.
Calloway Park.
Presbyterian Church.
3. THE 5TH DOOR (R)
Third night of Devil's
4. BEYOND THE DOOR(R)
Shopping for Senior Citizens
55.00 A CARLOAD WELT
by.
Dungeon, sponsored
will be held and call 753-0929
Murray-Calloway Sub District
FREE COFFEE
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopCREME
Youth
Methodist
United
& DIXIE
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
DONUTS
Fellow,ship, will be from 7,to 10 afternoon shopping.
..A1 Midnight Fri. IL Set.
p.m. at Growers Loose Leaf
And shares
Linda Clark, associate proway 121 S•753-3314
Floor.
My sorrow
fessor of maternal-newborn
Members of the Murray- nursing at Murray State
And even my tears.
Calloway County Senior University, has published a
Someone who understands,
Citizens will be at the Univer- poem in the American Journal
And allows
sity Branch of the Bank of of Nursing, one of the nursing
Weeping.
Murray from 9:30 a.m. to 4 periodicals.
Someone who knows I must
p.m. to sell tickets on the cross
In addition to teaching mur- mourn
stitch quilt to be given away.
This lost child
sing, Mrs. Clark teaches
2-11:30
Cine
Before I can look to the
prepared childbirth classes,
LINO ED INGAGIMENT
will
be
Morning
Out
- • Mothers
and is a frequent speaker at future
val. BROOKS
.
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
And the new child it may brworkshops and community
Church.
ing.
:functions.
\\\ \ li• ENIN( i
The poem printed below appeared in the May issue of the
Annual Quad-State Choral
AJN:
Cheri 1 _11 15
Festival will be held at Mur2-11:30
LOSS
MALL"
A VI hour
ray State University.
KIIIISilteCK II
DARBY GIRL
Silence.
nightmare of terror
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Darby
No long awaited cry of life
Ghosties and Ghoulies and
of Buchanan, Tenn., are the
Expectant arms left empty.
Things That Go Bump in the
parents of a baby girl, Magen
What is wrong?
Night will be at Golden Pond
Pier, weighing eight pounds 10
I look at the faces:
Visitors Center Theater, land
ounces, born on Tuesday, Oct.
Disappointment,
Cheri 3 — 1 1 : 40
Adult Entertainment
Between the Lakes, at 8 p.m.
21, at the Murray-Calloway
Despair,
County Hospital. The mother
(18 Or Over Only)
Sorrow,
Murray High School
is the former Jan Owens.
A sense of failure.
Homecoming will be held.
Feelings trying to hide
behind masks.
HALE GIRL
The South Western KenMr. and Mrs. John- Mark
Attention turned to cold intucky Schutzhund Club will
Hale of Route 3, ,I2kox 192,
struments.
collect for the Humane SocieAnd then the attempt to ease Cabool, Mo., 65689, are the
ty. Members may bke idenparents of a baby girl,
the agony.
tified by their S.W.K.S.C. teeWords:
Elizabeth Kaye, weighing six
shirts.
pounds six ounces, measuring
"Something to ease you."
—"You're young. There wilt' 20 inches, born On Mbriday,
Oct. 27, at 3:37 p.m. at St.
be others."
"His will.
John's Hospital, Springfield,
Mo.
"Could have been worse..."
They have one son, Chris.
"Chin up! Tomorrow's
Prices Good Oct. 31 Thru Nov. 5th
anokher day."
Grandparents are Mr. and
Futile attempts to deny the Mrs. Norman Hale of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fox
loss
•
of Madisonville. Great grandBut finally on my shoulder
MEN S
wIN S s0 SO
parents are Mrs. W. S. F'ox,
A warm hand,
KNIT SHIRTS
MEN'S
Belonging to someone in Drakesboro, W. B. Kerr,
SWEATER
•
FLANNEL
Bowling Green, and Fred H.
white.
•
OFF
S XL
s xi
SHIRTS
SHIRTS
Hale,South Portland, Maine.
Someone who cares,
14
ONE TABLE MEN'S
MEN'S °VERNE
LADIES ALL WEATHER
.
CALF
SHIRTS
WINTER COATS
•
TUBE
VALUES T012 99
SOCKS
6PK/699
Jamie lee Curt,:
Oiwinut S4.7534314

Senior Citizens activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunch served at 12 noon.

Linda Clark Has Poem
Published In Journal

Late Shows
Fri. & Sat.

ane 1 _ 11.15

INDIVIDUAL PRIZE Winners of the WOW Costume Contest, held Monday evening at
the WOW Hall were, tett to right front row, Jennifer Parrish, Kristi Starks, Cheryl Herndon, Ricky jobs, and Jimmy Hill. Second row, Jimmy McKinney, Johnna Jones, Cindy
Edwards, Wade Smith, and Tony Cloys.

Party Held
The WON Ranger and
Rangerette members, boys
and girls ages 8-15, held their
annual Halloween Party with
approximately 60 persons attending on Monday, Oct. 27, at'
the local Woodmen of the
World building.
A Costume Contest, with
members dressed in attire to
be seen throughout Murray on
Halloween Night, was held
with individual prizes awardedito Jennifer Parrish, Kristi
Starks, Cheryl Herndon,
Ricky Jobs, Jimmy Hill, Jimmy McKinney, Johnna Jones,
Cindy Edwards, Wade Smith,
and Tony Cloys.
Halloween games were
played and refreshments consisting of hamburgers ,and
cokes were also served.
The next meeting of the
Woodmetryouth will be a Chili
and Hotdog Supper to be held
at the WOW. Hall at 6:30 p.m.
on Monday, Nov. 10.
Entertainment will be coordinated by Mark Etherton and
the Murray High Drama
Class. This will be the final activity for 1980 for the Ranger
and Rangerette Units.
The Woodmen Youth Program, national in scope, has
definite goals which are
development of character,
leadership, physical fitness,
self-confidence, and the
cultivation of life-long friendships. To accomplish these
goals, the local lodge provides
regular activities throughout
the year for the youth," a
WOW spokesman said. •
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,AUTHORIZED DEALER
We introduLe Mother Goose Shoes with pride .
to
every pair of fashionably smart MOther Goose Shoes
is made of the finest materials, by skilled craftsmen.
Each pair embodies the high flexibility that allows
children's feet to develop correctly. You'd expect to
pay much more for shoes of this superior quality but
you'll find Mother Goose Shoes at low popular prices.'
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ATTEND OLYMPICS — Brownies and Girl Scouts from the Murray Core attended the
Olympics held at Paducah with the Murray group winning over 100 first, second and
third place ribbons. Attending from North Elementary, receiving a 100 per participation green ribbon, were Kim Niedecken, Shelley Rudolph, Malynda Finney, Amy
Lamb, Rachel Hale, Lee Ann Key, Jennifer Parrish, Kellye Guerin, Jennifer Garland, Shari
Steen, Rhonda Dunn, Valerie Jones, Michelle Youngblood, Debbie Mott, Amy Wallis,
Gwen Bailey, Melody Kernel!, Tina Hudson, Natalie McDougal, Christy Eldridge,
Carolyn Sue Stall, Anita Wagoner, Carla Wagoner, Janice Thorn, Lori Walker, Vena
Crum, Ruth Ann Black, Kim Higgins, Regina Hicks, Brenda Sanders, Gail Bailey, Sandra
Smith, Renee Lamb, and Missy Tabers. Leaders and parents attending were Cathy
Niedecken, Patricia Parrish, Sandra Parrish, Sherry Hudson, Lou McDougal, Willadene
Walker, Hazel Scalf, Eva Higgins, and Nona Tabers. Brenda Cooper, Sherry Cooper,
and their leader, Lil Cooper, represented Southwest Elementary.

Observations

By tactile Hart

We Suffered Loss ,
When Miss Nance Died
We home folk and the world
are poorer since Miss Maud
Forrest Nance died early this
month, and richer for having
had her. Her life was concerned with the home, business,
patriotic, civic and religious
endeavors. Her participation
in these interests was like a
pebble tossed into a .lake,
causing a small ripple that
kept spreading to world-wide
influence.
She loved her heritage of influential pioneers who were
the settlers of this county, and
like them, she was an asset
wherever she resided whether as a journalist on the
Commercial Appeal, Memphis; a model for fashionable
department stores in Memphis and Chicago; owning and
managing an antique store;
the leader or member of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution and the United
Daughters of the Con-

.1federacy; a member in her
church and civic clubs.
She always loved the
beautiful - whether it was in
the lives of people, her garden
of iris, the seasons of the year,
collection of antiques
gathered here and abroad.
She continued to write
poetry in her illness that kept
her confined for months: The
two that are included here
were written this summer
show that in approaching
death, she
expressed
lovliness.
Who Would Trade...
...for spring and autumn
mine?
When the last, most luscious
fruits
Of all the year
Spread over all our land
To make a banquet table
where
Gods - and men may feast on
Haney in the comb,
Nectar in the dusky cup

SILVER —GOLD .1 SILVER—GOLD &
SILVER—GOLD

LOOK!!!
If you hove been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
probably lost some money.
Please get our offer before 0
you sell. It makes Dollars and Sc
Sense. Free Appraisals Security provided.
rvi
se
Sellers of Gold Coins 1-2 ,-5-10-20
Open 9:00-9:00
Cl

Gold it Silver Pawn Shop
Buy, Soll•r Trod*
01 m 1c Plaza
iPOLD 411 SILVER—SOLD & SILVER—SOLD &
SILVER—SO

Of each wild grape
Huckleberries, sweetened in
the sun,
Cloak with royal purple
The brown and greedy
hands of little children
At play upon the HillsideIn the valley, cattle lie in the
shade
Replete and drowsily content.
The following poem was the
last she wrote shortly before
she went away.
Nor Would I weep
I rest content
Within the ever-shrinking
Circle of my life-span;
The sedate rhythm of daily
duties-done The circumspect small joys
Holdme in thrall;
I would not seek for strange
new
Worlds, nor vainly cry
For wings to soar beyond
my garden wall..
Nor would I weep - as
uselessly - forFadi0g youth:
No longer mine the strivings
of the young;
The scrace - remembered
bittersweet of bliss;
The ecstacy and turbulence
of live
Whose swift and scalding
tears
Long since have dried
,
Serenity and peace have
dammed their floor.
I am content. I KNOW I am
content;
Each day I tell myself I
would not changeBe still, my stubborn heart,
You shall not speak(0 God, before I die, give
me to know
Again the trumpeting of
wild swans In my blood.)

Now
Thru
Nov. 1st
a ViEfra--azoIf you've been playing
the waiting game, y2a
win4 We'reeoverstoeked
with Philippine wicker.
We need room for holiday
displays. We need money
for spring buying. We
need to sell wicker today.
Buy during this sale and
g!JL_J_911.1"Y
discount
—price. Here's
but • glimpse of the
bargains:

larmIns.
Alning room,
skin poE-eh or
bedroom is
home for the
most versatile
fanback. Big
enough for an
impressive
accent, small
enough to
pair or
group. 35'
tali. IrresistIthle at
this price!

Miss Cindy Geveden entertained with a bridal tea at
their home in Wickliffe.
-*
A brunch was held at the
home of Mrs. Richard cardwell, Fulton, given by Mrs.
Cardwell, Mrs. Kent Hutchins,
Mrs. Jim Needham, and Mrs.
Ward Bushart.
Miss Kitty Cash, Mrs.
Albert Cash, Mrs. Greg
Higdon, and Mrs. Gary King
were hostesses for a
bridesmaid luncheon held at
home of Mrs. Higdon.
A personal shower was
given by Misses JoAnn Toms,
DeAnn Lund, Cindy Button,
and Theresa Garnett at the
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
suite at Murray State University.
Mrs. Burley Mathis, Mrs.
Ed Drysdale, Mrs. Kay Kimbro, and Mrs. Burke Mantle,
Jr., were hostesses for a
bridal tea held at the PCA
Bardwell.
A kitchen shower was held
by Mrs. Marion Sears and
Mrs. Don Sparks at the Sears'
home.

QUILTING DEMONSTRATION — Deanie Chrisman, Marie Weaver and Sarah Ross
provided a quilting demonstration at the Murray Art Guild last week. The Guild
featured a quilt display.

Your Individual
Horoscope

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111--

NEWS
It's time to Beautify with plants
and shrubs from Four Seasons
Nursery.
Fall Planting
Shade Trees - Ornamental Trees -- Clay Pots
Fountains — Bird Baths And
Other Concrete Products — Redwood & Pine Bark

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 31, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- your greatest teacher will be
row be? To find out what the life itself. Both science and the
stars say, read the forecast arts appeal to you. You'll have
success in acting, music,
given for your birth Sign.
medicine,
literature,
sculpture and education.
ARIES
Sale
You're also reform-minded
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Differences with loved ones and can make a valuable conmay arise, but harmony is tribution to the general
restored later. Day favors welfare. Birthdate of: Barromance, travel and educa- bara Bel Geddes, actress;
Chiang Kai-shek, Chinese
tion.
leader; and Sally Kirkland,
TAURUS
Open: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m. 753-9946
actress
( Apr. 20 toMay 20)
A family member could be
feeling not up to par. Evening
brings a resolution of
domestic problems. Discussions of joint assets are
favored.
GEMINI
(May 21-toJune 20) 110j1
P
You could have difficulty
making headway with a loved
one. Nearby visits favored,
but watch health late in the
day.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22 I
Small expanses at home
may arise. Day favors shopping tours, but avoid excessive
spending on pleasure.
LEO
July 23 to Aug.22
Finding the right words to
match your feelings is a problem. You'll do better in the
afternoon. Watch home
upsets.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Be protective of valuables.
You could misplace or lose
something. Get in touch with
Pieced Conodoon
relatives. Watch tension.
Red Fox 650"
LD3RA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 7-n---ne
Avoid minor altercations
with friends. Later, you're
more effective in getting your
viewpoints across. Watch expenses.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) n114
'
.15
Avoid behind-the-scenes
career moves at present. The
afternoon brings some pro
gress. Restlessness is indicated.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov.22 to De.21
Friends can dampen your
mood. Afternoon favors travel
and distant interests. Avoid
ge.04.6
Aothing can match t"
(
h;luxur ,,(a fur coat. 4 genuine
,
7 7
abrupt decisions.
fur such as this red fox stadium or the 25- rabbit
CAPRICORN
jacket. Bright' has genuine fun fur coats priced
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) 1
0J
from 85.00 to 685.00 to fit an one's budget.
Wait till the afternoon to
make important career
moves. Complications indicated for morning. Private
talks with friends are favored.
THE PLAYTEX
AQUARIUS
FOR
CONTROL TOP PANTYHOSE
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A close ally may be inBfil II
decisive. Afternoon is your
best bet for socializing. A
friend is helpful to you careerwise.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Styles Reg 3 00 NOW 2 49
After a sluggish a.m., start
Styles Reg 3 95 NOW 3 39
on a chore. You'll make headStyles Reg 5 95 NOW 4.75,
way in the p.m. Consult with
business advisers on career
.
EXPIRESNOV Is.' 4
developments.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical but
sometimes have difficulty
reconciling giese qualities. It
is important that you like your
work in order to succeed.
Avoid a tendency to panto a
rut. Be willing to experiment.
You need Self-discipline, but

Mums
'275
Four Seasons Nursery
Hwy. 641 North, Almo, Ky.

Free Estimates
on Landscape
Service
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Mrs. Randolph Blane Orr,
the former Andrea Jo Milner,
and Mrs. Roger Dale Story,
the former Karen Renee
Milner, were honored with
several parties prior to their
recent wedding.
Parents of the couples are
Mr.and Mrs. Billy J. Milner of
Bardwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard K. Orr, Sr., Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy R.
Story,Calvert City Route 2.
A coffee for Andrea was
held at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray with
Mesdames James Frank, Vernon Cohoon, Torrunye D.
Taylor, Allen Russell, Tip
Miller, Chad Stewart, Chester
Thomas, C. C. Lowry, Max
Brandon, Robert Hopkins,
Don R. Robinson, Euvie N.
Mitchell, Jack B. Kennedy,
and James Garrison as
hostesses,
Events for both brides were
as follows:
A bridal tea was given by
the Bardwell Christian Church
Guild.
Mrs. Charles Geveden and

Fun Furs

SVI IA rS

SPIt241-17S

Bud st.cpwros. F.nePtiilp
pine arches 67 Reg
twee 0888
129 99
61 Reg 109 99
la

ye A Free
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)0 Purchase
Aramis
PhIllpOns burl round tank,.
See the greatest hvosi since
dm 196.0S1 Reg
Res 49 99

.21gr.

Pining on -buri.
nate chairs provide
.great companionship for
Pler l's 34" dinincier
dining tab!.
Sato chair
Reg 59 99

3488

34
88
Cushions metre.

Res.69 99

Pita- I's 1,,we,,tprices of the year

.stritit Street

More than Ji third of the
world's energy is consulted
by the 6 percent of the world's
population residing in the
United States.

ra.s.
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Miss Cheryl Burkeen Is Wed To
Mr. Underwood At First Church

-

The wedding of Miss Cheryl
Jean Burkeen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Euel D. Burkeen
of 1004 Payne Street, Murray.
and Robert Lee Underwood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Underwood of 1503 Dudley
Drive, Murray, was solemnized in a double-ring ceremony
held in the sanctuary of the
First Christian Church, Murray, with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating.
An archway of greenery dotted with white and meloncolored carnations was
centered in the sanctuary. The
archway was accented on
each side by bird cages filled
With springeri and fern, baby
. breath and.dove figurines. In
addition, two seven-place-6
candleabra and fresh flower
baskets added a tiered arrangement level down from
the archway.the unity candle
was placed in the background
of the archway. Melon-colored
satin bows were used to mark
the family pews.
Miss Linda Fennell, cousin
of the bride, kept the register
at a table covered with a white
lace cloth. An arrangement of
silk -flowers decorated the
register table. Wedding programs designed by the groom
were also distributed by Miss
Fennell, who was presented a
corsage of white carnations.
Following the processional
of "The Bridal March"
presented by Mrs. Maxine
Clark, the bride was given in
marriage by her parents.
Scripture was read from I Corinthians 13:1-7, 13 and Ruth 1:
16, 17, and a .duet, "Wither
:Thou Goest" was pxesented•by
Patricia Lassiter and Edwin
Garrett, who also presented
other music.

und 'Ws. Robert

and Mrs. Debbie Burkeen,
sister-in-law of the bride, served as bridesmaid.
All of the attendants Were
attired in identical floor length
gowns of melon-colored cotton
overlaid with sheer melonrich chiffon, dotted with
tangerine flowers and
-The Bride
greenery. The gowns featured
The bride, escorted by her a fitted bodice and spaghetti
father,, wore a formal gown of straps and flowed into a cirsnow white silk organ4a and cular hemline. Over the gowns
Alencon lace. The empire fit- were placed sheer wristted bodice was underscored - tipped capes made of matwith a lace overlay" and ching chiffon.
enhanced by a sheer yolk
The attendants carried
outlined with a ruffle of lace spade-shaped fans made out of
and- a mandarin neckline.' natural tan-colored wicker.
Small pearl appliques adorned These were adorned with
the yolk. The sheer yolk single tiger lillies laid in a bed •
preceeded across the baek of of baby's breath,and greenery
the dress and was also outlin- and .set off by a tangerineed with a ruffle of lace. The colored ribbon.
short sleeves were made of
Miss Kimberly Burkeen,
ruffles of lace. The circular niece of the bride, served as
skirt was made of silk organza flower girl. She wore a formal
which tiered into a chapel length gown of soft melonlength train. The hemline was colored cotton overlaid with a
enhanced with alencon lace.
sheer melon-colored dotted
She wore a wrist-tipped veil swiss designed with a
which _fell from a pearl- pinafore-type fitted bodice
covered juliet-fitted cap. Mat- with short puffy sleeves and
ching lace edged the veil. The gathered shirt noted at the
bridal bouquet was made of hemline with matching lace.
tiger Hies, baby's breath, She carried a white basket of
porn porn carnations and various summer flowers.
greenery. This was centered
The Groom
around a going-away corsage
The groom was attired in a
consisting of similar flowers snow white formal tuxedo with
and matching lace.
tails trimmed in white satin
Mrs. Donna Cobb, sister of and a matching cumberbun
the bride, served as matron of accented with white on white
honor; Miss Michele Timmer- ruffles; He wore a boutonniere
man served as maid of honor of a melon-colored carnation

Lee I odertuood

accented with baby's breath.
Best man was 0. B. Boone,
Jr. Groomsmen were John
Gallagher and John Hart.
Steve Burkeen, brother of the
bride, and Lewis Cobb,
brother-in-law of the bride,
served as ushers. They were
all dressed in ginger-colored
formal tuxedos with matching
vests trimmed in satin complemented by ginger on ginger
ruffles.. Each wore a .single
white carnation.
Brent Eugley, cousin of the
bride, served as ring bearer.
He wore a ginger-colored tuxedo matching those of the
groomsmen and wore a single
white carnation. He carried
the rings on a white sating
pillow edged in chantilly lace
with long white streamers tied
in rove knots.
• For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Burkeen chose to wear a
formal length gown of apricot
silk overlaid with apricot
chantilly lace featuring a fitted bodice, round collar, and a
long-sleeved cape like overlay
of the bodice which fitted in
cuffs at the sleeve tips. She
wore a corsage of white pom
pom carnations enriched with
melon-colored ribbon and
baby's breath. The bride's
father was attired in a brown
three piece formal suit with a
single white carnation.
For her son's wedding Mrs.
Underwood was dressed in a
formal length gown of blue
and melon colored hues
featuring a gathered waistline_

Sale:Fashion Blazers

Blazer Sale
*35 *39 *49
Corduroy Blazers
Classic Wool Blazers
Velveteen Blazers
Reg.'42 to'69

Minnens No 1 Fashion
Corduroy BlazerPatch Pockets,
Lapel Tab, Fully Lined
Camel, Brown, Berry.
Reg '42 Sizes 5-13

Sale s35
Layaway till December 24th

mnens 1
661 4144A0
•
434. J40f4j1
Bel Air Center and Olympic Plaza Shop Daily 10-9. Sunday 1-5

•

Patients Dismissed From Hospital
10-23-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Reba 1.. Poore, 125 Carlton
Terrace, Gleason, Tenn.; Linda Carol Biggers, Rt. 2,
Palmersville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Suzie A. Elliott and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Helen P.
Anderson, Rt. I, Hardin.
Mrs. Hilda Pauline Knott,
Rt' 4 Murray; Mrs. Ruth N.
Garland, 1603 Parldane, Murray; Ronald A. Robinson, Rt.
2, Hazel; Adolphus E. Sherithan, Rt. 1, Hazel; Willie Gore,
Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Neva J.
Thacker, Rt. 7, Murray.
Sandra Diane Bennett, 1008
Sharpe, Murray; Mrs. Mary
E.Ball, Box 131, Hamlin; Mrs.
Mary Ruth Overcast, Box 46,
Hazel; Mrs. Hazel E.
Wainscott, CR Box 67,
Hamlin; Mrs. Rebecca W.
Churchill, 1507 Cardinal, Murray; Herviw R. Henderson,
Rt. 1, Alma.
Mrs. Zollie Perkins, 68
Riviera, Murray;
Mrs.
Madeline Parker, 1629
Catalina, Murray; Mrs.
Estelle McKinney, Rt. 1, Dexter; Dane McClure, Rt. 8,
Murray; John E. Kemp, 413
Norman,Fulton.

1307 Longview, Benton; J. T.
Phillips, Rt. 2, Covey Drive,
Murray; James A. Turner, Rt.
1, Puryear,Tenn.
Paul S. Vonschoech, Rt. 6,
Murray; William A. Bethel,
439 E. State Line, South
Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary M.
Rogers, 210 Irvan, Murray;
Mrs. Opal A. Edwards, Rt. 5,
Murray; Laverne Crouse (expired) Rt. 8, Murray.
10-25--80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Glenda E. Garland and
baby girl, Rt. I, Benton; Mrs.
Henrietta Nobles, 711 Elmore,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret
L. Lowe, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Susan L. Downs, 312 South
Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Marsha Sue Darnall, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Larue Humphreys, Rt. 4, Murray.
Midori B. Hutcherson, 403
Rison, Paris, Tenn.; Timothy
W. Brown, Rt. 7, Murray;
Randall L. Dawson, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Robert E. Johnson,
Rt. 6, Murray; Bennie Simmons, 812 South Ninth Street,
Murray; Mrs. Kathryn
Walker, 1602 Sunset, Murray.
Ira E. Williams, 1510 Martin
Chapel Road, Murray; Joseph
E. Dearstein, 4 Dills' Trailer
Court, Murray; Mrs. Estelle
Johnson, 822 Hurt, Murray;
Mrs. Ivy Mae McCuiston, Rt.
2, Murray; Mrs. Lizzie B.
Watkirfs, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Frances Wilcox, Rt. 8, Murray.
10-29-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Terri J. Slavens and
baby boy, 1306 Diuguid Drive,
Murray; Mrs. Willie M. Lane,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Marjorie
V. Heath, 309 Wilson, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jobeth B. Adams,
314 Main, Murray.
Clifton T. Key, Rt. 1, Murray; Loretta S. Sharp, Box
8073, Woods Hall, Murray;
Mark H. Balentine, Rt. 1,
Downey,
Almo; Mrs. DeanElkins,"
.
south 12th Street, Murr ;
Mrs. Ruby N.
1001
Glendale, Murray.

with drawstrings, a V.
neckline and long sleeves. She
wore a corsage of white pom
porn carnations accented by
greenery. The groom's father
was attired in a smoke-blue
three piece formal suit with a
single white carnation.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table *as
covered with melon-colored
cotton under a floor length
lace
.
cloth. A Hurricane Lamp
circled with springer greenery
was featured in the center of
the table.
The bride's wedding cake
was three-tiered featuring a
square bottom tier upon which
another round tier was placed
and finally having the top tier
raised and separated from the
others with lace-decorated
columns. Melon-colored roses
accented the white confection
which was done in a variety of
petals and scroll designs. Lace
bells were placed between the 10-24-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
second and top layers and a
Sherrill, baby girl (Sharon),
bride and groom topper adorn825 Taylor Drive, Mayfield.
ed the height of the cake.
The groom's table was
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dottie L. Jones, Rt. 5,
underlaid with white and had
a melon-colored floor length Benton; Mrs. Mary Ann
cloth over it. A Hurricane Willis, Rt. 8, Kings Drive,
Lamp was also placed in its Mayfield; Tabatha J. Barcenter. The groom's cake was nhill, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.;,
a sheet layer confection which Peggy Jo Edwards, 743 Nash
was decorated with a bass fish Drive, Murray; Mrs. Jan 0.
Darby and baby girl, Rt. 1,
scene.
Punch was served from Buchanan,Tenn.
Mrs. Debra F. Ford and
crystal punch bowls, one.. on
each table. Mints and nuts baby boy, Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs.
were served from the bride's Martha Cain, Rt. 3, Murray;
table and sunflower seeds and Mrs. Marilyn J. Elliott, Box
peanut brittle were featured 691, Mayfield; Mrs. Virginia
on the groom's table.
J. Clendenon, 1111 Poplar
Both tables were joined Stree, Murray; Richard L.
together with white and melon Thomas,Calvert City.
.
streamers whIch_joined at the
Monica Rae Turner, Rt. I,
point of a paper machete wed- Murray; Mindy M. Edwards,
ding bell attached to the ceil- Dexter; Niva M. Barnett, Rt.
ing. Underneath was a small 2, Hazel; Charles D. Sturgell,
round table covered with a
lace tablecloth, featuring a
silk flower arrangement of
various fall-colored flowers.
ACESC)
IRA G '
CORN, JR
Champagne was served from
this arrangement.
Serving at the reception was
"One of the great disadIf he does, dummy's clubs
vantages of hurry is that it can take care of declarer's
Clara Hopkins, Velveleen
Riirkpen and Beth. Coleman, takes such a long tithe."
losers. If West doesn't ruff,
cousins of the bride, Dorothy G. K. Chesterton.
declarer cashes his second
Burkeen, aunt of the bride, - In todays. booby-trapped high diamond, ruffs a diaSusan Downey and Kathy Hig- game, declarer was in a mond. in dummy and then
hurry to take his trump discards his last diamond on
ginbotham.
Ricebags were made of finesse Tough luck. He
NORTH
10-30-A
would have been better off
melon-colored cotton accented
•K 8
taking
a
finesse
he
had
to
V
K
8
5
with tangerine-colored ribbon.
•7 2
They were placed on the gift take rather than one he
+5 Q9 863
could
do
without.
table in a white wicker basket
EAST
The defense took two WEST
decorated with the tangerine
*A642
spades and East shifted to *Q.11098
ribbon.
Q102
IP 73
diamonds. Declarer won, led •J 5 4
•Q 9 6 3
After spending the night at. a
trump to dummy's king 44K 10
*J 5 4
the Twin Tiki Hotel on Ken- and then took a
losing trump
SOUTH
tucky Lake, the couple left for finesse to West's queen.
73
a three-week honeymoon in West exited with a third
VAJ964
•AK 10 8
Europe. Their trip included trump and declarer's gas
+72
the countries of England, tank ran dry.- there was no
Vulnerable: None. Dealer
Scotland, Austria, Belgium, longer any way to make the
South. The bidding:
Holland, West Germany, game.
South
West
North East
Switzerland, Leichtenstein,
Declarer's plan gave him IV
1•
2+
2*
and France. Now, the couple little chance -- he might Pass
Pass
4V
All pass
is residing at 1934 Kerry have been in trouble even if
Opening lead: Spade queen
Street, Apt. 3B, Charleston, the trump finesse had won!
The ...best plan is for one of dummy's high clubs.
_South Carolina. .
declarer
to forget the trump -It's OK to -take finessei:
Rehearsal Dinner
finesse
and
to immediately Make sure the ones you take
The groom's parents, Mr.
start
dummy's
clubs. After can do some good.
and Mrs. Lyle Underwood,
winning
Rid with Corn
East's
diamond
were hosts for the rehearsal
South holds
shift, declarer should take a
10-30-B
dinner which was served in
iliQJ 1095
winning club finesse (this
the church's library. Covers
V Q 102
finesse must be taken
were laid for 24 persons.
•J 5 4
sooner or later and it's best
4.K 10
The tables, covered with for it to be sooner).
North South
- white cotton and lace cloths,
When dummy's queen
1+
•
were centered by a silk holds, declarer now needs
2+
autumn colored centerpiece only a 3-2 break in both
ANSWER: Pass. Close to
with small streamers and hearts and clubs to assure
another bid, but opener's raise
figurines to accent the table.
Success.
shows a minimum opening
A special part of the dinner
Declarer cashes his
and the chances for game
was when the bride and groom trump ace, followed by
should not be good.
to-be broke bread to witness dummy's trump king and
--that Jesus would be a leader in club ace. Next comes a club
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
their lives. After the dinner, ruff to establish that suit P II Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
the couple presented their at- and it makes no difference for
reply
if West overruffs.
tendants with gifts.

Mrs.
Mary
Vidie
Shackelford, CR 6, New Concord; Mrs. Verdie R. Duncan,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Vester L.
Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Morelle Henry, Rt. 4, Murray.
10-27---80
NEWBORN ADMISSONS
Carter, baby girl (Vanessa).
325W.Farthing, Mayfield.
Rogers,
baby
boy
(Nickelette), Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
Keatts, baby boy (Mary),
Rt. 1, Dover, Term.
DISMISSA I.s

Safety For Halloween
Edsel Moore, manager of consumer product safety for the
Department for Human Resources, has recommended these
tips for trick-or-treaters as safety precautions for Hallo
ween:
Masks should be tight-fitting with eye holes large enougln
for good vision.
All materials used in costume should be flame retardant.
Don't let costumes come into contact with any ignition
source, like jack-o-lanterns.
Costumes should be marked with strips of reflector tape.
Shoes should be comfortable and suitable for walking;
avoid high heels.
Costumes should not be long enough to trip over.
Children should carry a flashlight and go only into
neighborhoods they know well. High traffic areas and intersections should be avoided.
Trick-or-treaters should go only to houses that are lighted.
A dark house probably means no one is home or children
aren't welcome.
Parents should check everything in the child's bag and
allow children to eat only factory-wrapped pieces of candy.
Because of the dangers of hidden safety pins and razor
blades, discard fruit.
The best advice, Moore said, is for parents to take their
children on their rounds rather than send them.

We are pleased to announce that Debbie McCord bride-elect of Cliff
Dibble has selected her
pottery, crystal, and
stainless from our complete bridal registry.
Debbie and Cliff will be
married Nov. 29, 1980.
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Soft, casual comfort
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Added support under the arch.
• ...:,,
Extra room for toes. Leathercovered cushion insole.
'
Long-wearing
crepe sole. 1 ;
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John S. Vowel, 1307 Main,
Murray; Donald F. Hardy II,
1415 Dudley, Murray; Danny
K. Miller, C Battery 3-3FA,
Fort Knox; Mrs. Maneulla T.
Fischer, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Dorothy L.
Rogers, 1609 Wiswell, Murray.
Mrs. Ruby L. Herrin, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Term.; Thomas G.
Wilson, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Juliet M. Hargrove, 1305 South
Ninth Street, Mayfield;
William W. McMillen, 1500
Clayshire, Murray; Joshua N.
Parker, Rt. 7, Murray.

Fran Merged Tresehen

New books at Calloway
Public Library include the
following:
EMPRESS, by Sylvia
Wallace. Morrow,
Mary Ann Callahan has
come a long way from her
New England childhood as a
ward of an unfeeling aunt and
uncle to one of the world's
most dazzling women.
GROWING WISDOM,
GROWING WONDER, by
Elizabeth Gregg and J.
Knotts. MacMillan. •
„..nia• which emphasizes
that early experiences with
the senses are the foundation
for developing language and
abstract thought.
KURT THOMAS ON GYMNASTICS, by Kurt Thomas.
e

Simon & Schuster.
The author tells of his
rigorous preparation that
leads up to a polished performance and demonstrates the
techniques behind some of his
most notable feats. Pictorial.
SOLDIERS OF THE
NIGHT, by David Schoenbruit, Dutton.
As an American intelligence
agent and war correspondent,
the author writes of firsthand
knowledge on the events and
errors
.that brougfit thelfall of
FiCUR*. in 1940.
THE STRENGTH OF
FIELDS, by James Dickey,
Doubleday.
The poem composed for
President Carter's 1976 inauguration and thirty others

by Dickey are included in this
book.
RACEWALK TO FITNESS,
by Howard Jacobson. Simon &
Schuster.
Jacobson demonstrates the
techniques of racewalking ;oid
includes programs for
everyone from the beginner to
the truly ambitious competitive walker.
AT ODDS, by Carl N.
Degler. Oxford University
Pulitzer-proire-winner
Degler has written a general
history of women's equality
and the institution of the family over the period from the
American Revolution to the
present.
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Letters To The Editor

Payroll Tax Concerns
To The Editor and Mayor Henley and
members of the Murray City Council.
Subject: City Payroll Tax
I have a number of major concerns
about the proposed payroll tax which I
would like to bring to your attention.
If my understanding of a payroll tax
• is correct, only those people working
within the city of Murray will pay this
tax. It seems grossly unfair to me to tax
based on the location of employment. A
good number of people living within the
city limits of Murray work outside
these limits, are retired or are
unemployed but will still have access to
and enjoy the benefits of all city programs without contributing fully to the
'funding of these programs. Are We proposing to penalize people because they
work within the city limits of Murray?
If my estimations are correct about
80% of this tax burden would fall on
working families with single incomes
below $15,000.00 per year. It seems to be
the American way to place the largest
tax burden on those people who are
honestly trying to make a living and get
ahead, but I believe the burden this
group can bear is limited and due to the
soaring inflation of the last few years
this limit has been exceeded. Much is

said about the fixed income of the elderly and I have deep sympathy for them
because most every person who is
working for a company or business is on
a fixed income. Salaries may be
reviewed yearly, contracts may be
negotiated every two or three years,
but once this has been accomplished
our incomes are fixed for that period of
time.
Since the working family can not bear
the burden of this tax, who will? That is
quite simple. The businesses, the industries, the hospital, the school
systems, the University, and the City of
Murray will absorb this burden in the
form of higher wages. The result of
higher wages will be increased prices
and more taxes. Where does it stop?
I am proud of the City of Murray and
have a great deal of confidence in the
citizens of this town. I believe once the
"fat" is removed from the city budget
and a plan is developed to secure the
needed funds that involves everyone,
not just the working man, people will
respond in a positive way, but not until
these goals have been accomplished.
Thank you,
Danny Nix
812 Bagwell
Murray,Kentucky

Ambulance Tax Question
On November 4 we, the people of
Murray and Galloway County, will have
the choice of voting for or against a
special property tax county wide to support the ambulance service which is
already funded by city and county- tax
dollars and operates under the management of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
This tax will be in addition to the
regular charges one must pay the ambulance service for transportation. This
charge alone should be enough to
finance the ambulatce.service if properly and prudently administered.
We all know by past actions by some
of our elected and appointed officials
taxes may be increased year after year

without our approval, and sometimes,
the action is so swift and secretive, it is
done without our knowledge. I believe
there are solutions by which Murray
and Calloway County can have adequate ambulance service without any
additional property taxes.
•
The only choice property owners and
taxpayers of Murray and Calloway will
have will be on November 4, 1980 to vote
for or against the tax question. If, we
approve this tax we will have opened
our purses, and they may be invaded in
the future by increases in the ambulance tax.
The choice is ours on November 4,
1980.
G. Russell Dowdy,Sr.
809 Bagwell Boulevard
Murray,Kentucky 42071

.Garrott 's Galley

To The Editor:
The Presidential election that takes
place on November 4th affects us all in
different ways. Not one of us completely escapes its ramifications, nor do our
heirs.
I believe it is the responsibility of
every good citizen to act when he
perceives a threat to our way of life,
, and so, I have taken an active posture
in the Presidential selection process.
•
Americans have suffered enough at
the hands of a Presidency which has
been nothing less than a national
disaster. Inflation is 'what it was just
three years ago, eroding the very fiber
of our country. International respect
;
.7 for the United States and its institutions
is at an all-time low and decreasing.

When Halloween rolls around, invariably someone -will reminisce a bit
and bring up the good times they had at
the "tobacco barns."
The barns, I've learned, were the old
Doran barn at the corner of Maple and
L. P. Miller Streets, and the Gus
Robertson barn on 94 east, just across
the railroad tracks.
Both are gone now. Henry Fulton has
lumber stacked where the Doran barn
used to be, while Dan Hutson is in the
process of razing the old Robertson
barn and cleaning off that lot.
Those parties were:Vie place to be"
in Murray on Halloween night for many
years — from the mid-1940s into the
1960s — and many recall very happy
times there. In fact, the crowds were so
large at times, the court square was the
closest place you could find a parking
place.
++++++
These Halloween parties were the one
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The White House has continually
bowed to the pressures of too many
special interests, and has failed to face
the problems of the day in a straightforward manner. Promise after promise has resulted in disappointment
after disappointment, and has brought
the country to the limit of its endurance. Something must be done, and
the answer is NOT to return the same
leadership that promises "we'll do better this time."
Quite frankly, the bottom line is that I
hope you'll cast your vote for Ronald
Reagan and George Bush this
November.
Thanks,
Bill Fandrich
Reagan-Bush Chairman
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Payroll Tax Suport
To The Editor:
This is in regards to the letter of Oct.
27, titled Oppose Tax, by K. Letterman.
I strongly favor the upcoming payroll
tax, for a lot of reasons. No. 1, we need
it to maintain a high standard of public
employees, such as the police dept.
(which is now very overworked, and
very underpaid) for a city the size of
Murray.
I feel the staff is understaffed, and
they do a very adequate job of handling
the city, and parts of the county. I also
believe the city of Murray does alright
with its finances, to accommodate all
Calloway Countians. Parking, streets,
the city-county park, just to name a
few.
The council has done okay in the past,
and surely two percent, will not break
anyone, to upgrade and keep the city of
Murray upgraded for the future. If
social security jumps over seven percent,(or if it already has)then the fault
should be put where it belongs!
But Lem. percent? That's just Infliition. It's hardly worth wanting to lynch
the counil and mayor for. Or... Is It?
Sincerely,
Danny M. Rogers
Rt.8, Murray, Ky.

Calloway County
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C•101erleht, 19711

W. Herbert Perry, 88 year old former carpenter, charter member of the Calloway County Soil Improvement Astociation and
father of Robert Perry of the C. of C., died May 7, 1968. He was
buried in the City Cemetery.
Max Parker, student writer for the College News, authored a
brilliant and scathing denouncement of rubbish boneyards smearing the Clark's River bottomlands near Murray. His photographic'
illustrations were convincing inducement to undertake a slow cleanup of the polluted area. Not bad for a lad with an eye on the
office of county attorney.
Miss Julia Pinkley, Kentucky's representative in the Miss 1968
USA Contest held May 18 at Miami Beach, Fla., was selected "Miss
Amity" by 51 of her colleagues. When the 19 year old Murray
girl was presented to the huge throng, she acknowledged the cheers
by winking back. The audience was thrilled; so were Callowayans.
Mrs. Ella Hamlin Was in her usual attendance at New Concord
poll for the May primary election, but the first time she had voted
after being 100 years of age, offering a tidbit of Sage advice for
the younger generation: "Get your man in office and get good*
roads." A compounded voting proposition with a confounded complex solution.
Calloway County reeled with the nation in the assassination of
Sen. Robert Kennedy, who had just learned he had won the approval
of the Democratic organization in California in his nomination bid
for the presidency, June 5, at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
while joyously joining his admirers in celebration. The brother of
the late assassinated President John Kennedy, died within 24 hours
-after being 'wounded in the head by one Sirhan Sirhan, Muslim
fanatic. Calloway admirers of Senator Kennedy were shocked.
Dr. C. S. Lowry, professor of political scieri& and daring philosopher who unhesitatingly challenged the establishment of staid
conservatism in the cloistered halls of Murray State, was named
first recipient of the "Distinguished Professor Award" by members
of the Alumni Association, 'Doe Lowry," as "ti? riaite(.tr addressed
dritclinfring students for a generation, hadlicen a member of the staff
since 1935, however announced his retirement June 1, 1968. Thousands not in attendance also cheered.
To Be Continued
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ting corners and shopping carefully for
necessities. May I suggest that our
mayor and city council try innovative
methods of meeting out city expenses
without expecting the tax payers to support them in the style to which they
have grown accustomed.
Yours Sincerely,
Bette K. Taylor
524 Shady Lane
Murray,Kentucky

nni

big money-raising event for the high
schoolers — either the junior class to
finance its prom or the seniors to help
raise money for their big trip to New
York, Washington and points east.
There were all kinds of things to do
for prizes — for a price, of course —
such as throwing baseballs at
phonograph records, fishing over a curtain, a "spook house" or a tour through
a "haunted area," a hayride and whathave-you.
It all had a carnival atmosphere, and
the people were of all ages, not limited
only to school children. Many came in
masks and all sorts of outlandish
costumes.
Generally, a "king and queen" were
crowned — the boy and girl for whom
their friends and fellow students had
purchased the most tickets in their
name at the business places in town.
And, there were prizes for the best
costumes in several categories.
All kinds of good food was sold —
hamburgers, hot dogs, popcorn and the
like — as every way imaginable was a
means of making money for whatever
purpose the big event was held.
++++++
That went on for a number of years,
providing the young . people and
grownups alike with a good place to go
Halloween night for good clean ftla and
excitement.
Then,so I'm told, the insurance rates _
on the barns went up because of such
activities in them and they had to
discontinue the parties. Murray State
and Murray High Homecoming floats
also were built from time to time in the
barns, something else the insurance
companies didn't take too kindly to. So,
it all became history.
Before that,so Henry Fulton told me,
Halloween was observed in Murray
44-4-•-•-•••-•-•-•-•-•44.4(

The Story Of
1822-1976

Tax Problems Plague
Dear Editor,
I am deeply concerned with the financial problems of the city of Murray. The
price of our city stickers for
automobiles was tripled within the past
few years. Now we are faced with two
additional tax increases, one to keep
:. our fire and police forces intact, and
one for ambulance service. These are
: accompanied by increases in utilities
and trash disposal services.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper offered the
city a plan which would train and utilize
the firemen for ambulance service at a
/ •
substantial saving to the city. This plan
..
!would have eliminated two of the financial problems now facing us, that of the
tax for ambulance service and salaries
:.for the firemen.
.. Although I am employed, my salary
.does not keep pace with inflation. I find
:it a challenge to live on my income,cut-

By M. C. Garrott

When Halloween Was Real Fun
And Games In The Tobacco Barns

Reagan-Bush Push

lots nor ,.15.5

Col. It. C. Stewart, son of Mrs •
Stewart and the late Charlie St(
has completed his tour of du: .
Saigon, Vietnam, and is now stat: ( •
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas wife is the former Martha Jane 61
of Murray.
Deaths reported include Gayloe
ris, 81, Mrs. Mae McKinney. 78, ,
Allie B. Hodges, 79, Mrs. Aut:
Farmer,and Charles F Waterfield
Kiwanis I.t. Gov. Harold Everstrie
spoke at the meeting of the Mu( t
Kiwanis Club held at the Mur: Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Susan Hargrove of Murra i.•
one of five Murray State Unia-.1-..
seniors to receive a trainesh:• •
special education provided
federal government for trairiii,•,
work with mentally retarded childBirths reported include a girl 1.- •
and Mrs. Paul M. Darnell on Oct.
Ordained men from 18 Baptist
.
ches met Oct. 28 at the Hazel 1-3:Church' to ordain Jerry Lee te
gospel ministry,-He-as--the-son
ofHazel
and Mrs.Sam

Per mit .

To The Editor:

osed to onDebbie Mcect of Cliff
Oected her
:slot and
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29, 1980.
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much like it was in Mayfield when I was
a youngster.
Just about everybody would dress up
in some kind of a costume and go to
town and parade around the court
square until 9 or 10 o'clock. Dad would
take the car downtown in the afternoon
and park it, generally in front of
Morehead's Book Store,so Mom and he
could sit in it and watch the people go
by and try to guess who they were.
Among them would be some of the
most prominent business leaders and
ladies in the community, and they
would be having a ball.
When we'd get home, we Might find a
porch chair in a tree or some soap
streaks on the windows, but no smashed
eggs and broken pumpkins on the walls
and in the streets like you see today.
Poeple just weren't as destructive and
they had a good time — together.
The next day the paper would be full
of pictures of some of the most colorful
and unusual costumes, and the winners
of the costume contests announced.
It was all great fun — over there just
as I'm sure it was here and at the barns.
++++++
I got a kick out of a dream Mike Gottfried, Murray State's football coach,
told me he had the other night. We were
on the way to Mayfield where Mike_was
to speak at a meeting of the Kiwanis
Club,
With Mike's undefeated Racers taking on Eastern Kentucky this coming
Saturday, this is as good a time as any
to share this with you. You well know
how Eastern and Western Kentucky
always go at each other the week
before Murray plays Eastern every
year, and the Murray coaches sort of
secretely hope that they'll batter each
other up soil makes the Racers' game.
with Eastern a little less rough.
Anyway, Mike said he dreamed he
was walking across the Western campus during the week following their
game with Eastern when he met one of
the Eastern coaches.
"By the way," Mike asked,"how did
you fellows come out with Western last
week?"
"Oh, we didn't play," the Eastern
coach replied. "They called it off,''•
"Thacs when I woke up,.. Mike
laughed. "and in a cold sweat! Whew!
Was I glad that was just a dream!

20

Lee
Years Ago

Pictured today is W. W Ayi :Calloway County's delegate to the :ter.
91 constitutional convention (,%
drafted Kentucky's fourth constitut:•,:.
An art exhibit showing private w71:
of Willi5ni Walrnsley, Clara
John Turba, Frank Gunter, and E:11'
Wolfson, art faculty menibers at
ray State College, is now at the M..
Ed McCoy Hall Art Gallery, MSC.
Births reported at the Murm
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and NI!.
Joe Carraway and a boy to Mr. a:
Mrs. J. D. Jones.
Kenneth A. Matthews is -servini!
pastor of the Seventh-Day AdVent- 7
Church, located at Sycamore and S.::
15th Streets.
The Murray High School Tigers Sc.
the Hopkinsville team in a foutba.
game at Hopkinsville's homecon(,-.,
event. The score was 26 to 7. ,
Joe Graves,Bob Wright, Bill SUM( '
Paul Stoghill, Red Doherty,'
Knight, W. B. Mccuiston,
Buchanan, Noble Knight, and IS..
Shelly. had the top averages in bowl::
in the Murray. Merchants League 4.1),,
. week.

•
. 30 Years Ago
The 113th annual meeting of
General Association of Baptists in Pa
tucky will be held at the First Bapt,
Church, Murray,starting Nov. 14.
Deaths reported include Dewey
eman. Shellie Farris.-- and Peyt,
Thomas,
Tommy Sykes, son of W D. SyleeMurray, has enlisted in the Unite—
States Army and has left for Fort Krto
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brannon wt.
celebrate their 50th wedding annive: sary on Nov.5.
"Cordie Rushing and Hardin Morri,
stopped by the office Saturday afte:
noon to show off their string of b:
mouth bass. They had eight of them a:.
they weighed a total of 17 pounds. The.:
were really beauties and were all abo::
the same size," from the column,"See:
&Heard Around Murray" by James
Williams.
Mrs. R. M. Mason was hostess for 1!
meetingof the Murray Rose ar•
Garden Study Club.
Tommy Baggett, Murray St:::
senior, will fight Johnny Denson of T.!
dianapolis in a Ground bout on Nov.:
Wichita, Kansas.

Thoughts
In Season

Bible Thought
The high priest asked him, and
solid unto him. Art thou the Christ,
the son of the Blessed? Mark 14:61.
And when he said, "I am'" they
thought they had reason to crucify
him Who do you say that he is by
your life and actions?

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursd, Oct. 30, the 304th
day of 1980. There are 62 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 30, 1922, Benito Mussolini formed a Fascist government and became
premier of Italy.
On this date:
In 1817, Simon Bolivar organized an
independent government in Venezuela.
Ten years ago: President Nixon
called on voters to reject candidates
who condoned, excused. or "failed to
speak up against" permissiveness
among America's "violent" youth.
Five years ago: Spain's Juan Carlos
de Borbon assumed the powers of chief
of state in a move that virtually ended
36 years of rule by Generalissimo Francisco Franco.
One year ago: President Carter
nominated Federal Appeals Court
Judge Shirley Hufstedler to be the first
. secretary of the department of
education.
Today's birthdays: Actor Henry
Winklerds 35. Baseball Hali,of yaw
member Ted Williams is 62.
Thought for today: The most difficult
thing in life is to know yourself —
Males, Greek philosopher (circa 640546 B.C.).

By Ken Wolf
George Burns is not the first person
devise a fun-loving, witty God. In Th:
Unoriginal Sinner and the Ice-Creani
God I 19771- by John Powers, a Catholi.
boy .named Conroy, growing up ir
Chicago, writes notes to "God." Most of
these contain questions which God, le
the person of gas station ower Caepan
answers.
On one occasion. Conroy asks God
sex is "as immoral as everyone says 1;
is?" God replies:
'Immoral' is an interesting word.
You're going to have to accept
the fact. ('onroy, that there are
many things in life that are 'immoral.' Gambling, for instance,
is 'immoral' unless the state gets
its cut. Making liquor is 'immoral,' unless the state taxes
it...Stealing is 'immoral' unless
it's legalized.(Talk to the Indians
about that one.)
WRITE A LETTP:R
I,etters to the editor are welcomed
and.encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
I,etters should he typewritten and
double-sriaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense ok rejgct any leer ann.,
Unlit frequerrt writers
- • '
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box 32, Murray, Ky.42071.
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Support The Lakers
Attend Friday'sGame
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Calloway Score-Guard Rodney Hounshell (69) pounced on a fumble of
Tommy Workman in the end zone Friday to register the Lakers only
score.

Calloway High
vs.
Webster Co. Home
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Homecoming Foe Has Everything

Murray Has Unenviable
Task Against Tilghman

C,
0

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Murray High has the unenviable task of facing the
state's number-one rated
team Friday night when they
entertain 4-A power Paducah
Tilghman. The Tigers will
celebrate
homecoming
against the undefeated Tornado.
"They are awesome," Murray head coach John Hina
praised. "They are everything
that the number-one team in
Kentucky should be. They
have size and talent; gobs and
gobs of talent.
"They are the best ball club
I have seen since I have been
coaching."

37:
1.01

0

0

rvi
0
0

Murray is the last team sirith
a chance to knock Tilghman
out of the unbeaten ranks. The
Tornado, having locked up a 4A playoff berth, finish regular
season play Friday night. The
Tigers close out their season
the following week at Marshall County.

xi

Next Hurdle: Eastern Kentucky Colonels
MAKING THE MURRAY STATE OFFENSE TICK - Quarterback Gino Gibbs(4), shown in a game earlier
this season,
is the threat Eastern Kentucky head coach Roy Kidd dreads the most, saying that Gibbs is much more
dangerous
than Ricky Wray was last year in quarterbacking the Racers to their 24-7 upset of the Colonels.
Gibbs is currently
second in the Ohio Valley Conference in passing and third in total offense.

xi
0

ripped
Tilghman
has
through eight opponents thus

far this season, scoring 234
points while limiting the opposition to just 36 points. The
Tornado have allowed just one
team to score more than one
touchdown against them while
racking up four shutouts in
eight outings.
Mayfield, the only team to
even remotely challenge
Tilghman this year, held a 14-7
lead in their game with less
than two minutes remaining.
The Tornado rallied and, on
a 13-yard touchdown sprint by
Ricky Jones with 58 seconds
left and a two-point conversion
run by quarterback Clay
Parker, took the game,15-14.
Mayfield crushed the Tigers
56-13 in their Sept. 19 meeting.
Tilghman has also run
through several other impressive teams this season.
The Tornado have defeated
Owensboro 27-6, Christian
County 24-0 and Bowling
Green 28-0. MI three teams
have been state-ranked at one
time during the season.
The win over Bowling Green
avenged the only, loss in the
Tornado's 8-1 season last year.

"We will have our hands "We will have to wait and see
more than full," Hina said. about using them until the ball
"They run at you, run around game.
you, they throw, the ball
"Paducah wants you to go
outstandingly, you name it against them with tricky
plays. Those type of plays
and they do it.
I have been watching the need a lot:of timing and..
films of them all week. Every sometimes they backfire.
day you realize a new thing
"We watched a team on film
they do outstandingly. They yesterday and they used a
just do not have any gaps.
trick play against Tilghman.
"They have a very deep It boomeranged on them and
team. They are bringing 11 Tilghman capitalized on it for
school buses up for the game a score. 'and three of those will be for
"We have some areas that
the football team alone. They
we hope to attack. Hopefully
can really wear you down.
what we try will be sensible
"We are going to do
and will work.
anything we possibly can to
With Tony Herndon the only
beat them. We are going into
the game with the idea that we Murray player doubtful for
will have to try anything and Friday's game, Hina was
everything to beat them. You pleased with the health of his
have got to be realistic, they squad.
are very, very good."
"We are in real good shape
Hina's reference to the use for the second week in a row,"
of "anything" to beat he said. "We came out of the
Tilghman brought up the Todd County game in fine
possibility of some trick plays shape."
being worked into the Tiger
Following the 32-0 win over
game plan.
Todd last week, the Tigers
"We may have a few tricks hold a 4-5 record and a twoup our sleeve," Hina said. game winning streak.

Harp Worried About Webster County Stunts, Passing Game

Only Two Games Left As Lakers Seek Second Win

o
I
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By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Eight games have elapsed
in the second season of
Calloway County football, and
Laker coach Sam Harp kndws
he is running out of time for
picking up his second win.
But this Friday, time may
be back on the side of the
Lakers as they host a Webster
County team which, at one
time, appeared to be a sure
win.
For all Harp has accomplished in molding a team
that has not committed a
single turnover on offense in
the last two games there are

still the frustrating moments mental letdown in the second
when tie knows how far he half.
must go to have a winner.
"It seems that when we get
Last week, hik team had on the scoreboard first, we
host Crittenden County caught reach a lull and have a letin an early slumber when it down. We are at the point in
grabbed a 6-0 lead, scoring the the season when our inexfirst points as it had done in perience and our lack of depth
earlier games.
'should not be causing that.
But, in staying with the pat"We have been in every
tern of those earlier games, game at the half this year exCrittenden came right back on cept against Union County.
its next possession for the go- Nobody deserves to win more
ahead touchdown before than these kids."
breaking open the 29-6 final in
Ever the coach who knows
the second half.
he must exude confidence for
"We have been playing
the work to show in the
super first halves," Harp said. results, Harp has been saying
"Then we have a physical and that his team ought to beat
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they have two defensive
they are not real consistent.
"Their strong suit is their guards, at 6-5, 265.pounds and
defense. They do a lot of things 6-2, 230, that worry him.
When Webster goes to a -6-2
to make our blocking
look, its noseguard, at 6-2, 240,
assignments difficult.
"They start in a 4-3 and will becomes more of a factor.
"Their defense can -fool you
stunt with their-linebackers to
make it look like a seven-man because they have big people
inside," Harp said. "They
front."
Harp said that when force you to do things that you
Webster presents a 5-2 look, do not want to do."

Rogers One Of Quietest
Amid Noise About Him
By THOMAS C. COTHRAN
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) For all the noise that is being
made over him, George
Rogers Jr. may be one of the
quietest peoplooround.
He gets plenty of opportunity to talk with sportswriters
from all over the nation who
want to interview one of college football's hottest running
backs.
Rogers gives the interviews
- up to an hour and a half at a
stretch - but always in a soft
Georgia drawl.
Rogers is the leading ground
gainer of the offense-minded
South Carolina Gamecocks.
He has carried the ball 169
times for 1,089 yards in seven
games for an average of 6.4'
yards per carry this season.
Last year he was seventh in
the voting for the coveted
Heisman Trophy, the award
presented to the nation's top
collegiate player, and the
school's public relations
department is pushing him for
the prize this season.
The senior tailback says he
tries not to let the chase for the
Heisman preoccupy him.
"The Iteisman is a dream, It's
something every running back
thinks about," he says. "More
than anything, it's an effort.
"I'm a candidate. That
makes me feel good. If we win
games, everything else will
take care of itself."
Rogers' soft-spoken, modest
personality
fits
the

Gamecocks, a team eager to
prove it is better than its No.14
-national ranking.
"George still doesn't know
how good he is," says Coach
Jim Carlen, who recruited
Rogers while transforming
South Carolina from an alsoran into a ranked team
"When the offensive
linemen come off the field at
the end of a game, they want
to know how many yards they
got for him, but George
doesn't ask,",he.said.
'Fight end Willie Scott says
the linemen are proud of
Rogers' record of 17 straight
games of more than 100 yards.
"We tell George,'don't worry,
we'll get you a hundred," he
says.
- Rogers gets some of it on his
own, frequently running over
opponents rather than around
them.
This week the Gamecocks
go on national television for
the first time in three years
against fourth-ranked
Georgia, another offensive
machine witP a powerful running back, Herschel Walker.

',
'
.
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NORTH MIAMI BEACH, business sessions were conFla. (AP) - The baseball cluded
general
managers
"There's really not much I
who
gathered behind closed doors can say. We're here basically
at a posh country club here to conduct our business, talk
didn't say very much after the of the re-entry draft and other
first round of a threeday ses- baseball matters," said
sion. "
Roland Hemond, Chicago
But Wednesday's meetipg tit White Sox vice president.
Turnberry Isle Country Club "There probably will be some
could lay the ground work for talk of trades."
trades later this winter.
Rumored possibilities inAlthough no major _an- clude a multi-player deal
nouncements appear to be-for- between .the St. Louis Carthcoming, one general dinals .and San Diego Padres
manager said some names and a deal that would send
Boston outfielder Fred Lynn
probably would be kicked
around as trade bait after to Los Angeles.

-

from a prison term on a
manslaughter charge and is
expected to watch his son in a
college game for the first
time.
He picked South Carolina.
he says, because the school
was losing two premier running backs the same year and
he thought he could play early.
His freshman year he gained
623 yards, his sophomore year
1.006 and his junior year 1,681,
making him the school's top
career rusher at the start of
this season.

-c 44

As much as Harp is worried
about the Webster County
defense, he said that its offense is one which gives him
as much reason for any reservations.
"They throw the ball 50 per- cent of the time," he said.
"They have a fullback at 6-2,
240 who runs the ball well. But
my biggest concern is that
they pass so much.
• "I feel if we play football,
we will win.
"We need more coVstency

on offense. We have moved the
ball real well between the 30yard lines, but we seem to be
making the mental mistakes.
"Our opponent's defense
always gets tougher inside the
30 when we have less ground
with which to work.
-Our players still come
back each week and work
hard. •
"Webster County is coming
down on Halloween night and
we are going to throw a scare
into them."

Calvary Temple
Homecoming
Featuring

Don Hendley Singers
Pastor Rev William Cox invites everyone
to
come and enjoy the blessing of the Lord.

Sunday. Nov. 2
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Dinner will follow morning whorship
Featured Singers
2.00 p.m.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of God
2 Mi. South of Murray On Hwy 641

<cec;S
t
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Rogers says playing against
another top runner doesn't
bother him. "Herschel's a
good running back," he says.
"He's out to do his job and I'm
out to do mine. Both defenses
are out to stop anybody. I
don't spend time thinking
about it."
His father, George Rogers
Sr., was paroled last week

Baseball Meeting Stirs
Talk Of Trade For Lynn
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Webster County even though
his opponent presents some
dilemmas for his defense.
Webster County, in fact;
defeated that same Crittenden
County team in its second
game of the year, 16-8, but lost
last week to Madisonville, 380.
"They show signs of being a
good team,- Harp said. ','But

ibbs

if
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More than just economy
THE NEW RENAULT 181

family at American Motor for '81 includes
both 4-dr sport sedans and sport wagons available in base and deluxe
models (shown here) The front-wheel-drive 181 combines luxury and
formance in a vehicle of European design A fuel injected 1 6 liter engine is
standard equipment

It matches BMW 320i on the track. beats Honda Accord at
the gas pump, and offers comforts the others don't.

Come See The Renault 18i at

Cain's AMC-JeepR na I In .

641 N

753-6448
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Philadelphia Fans Are In Euphoric State
Bowl? Is it possible that
Philadelphia, once a doormat
among major sports teams,
could win every major spots
title in one year?
It's possible, although not
likely.
The Eagles under coach
Dick Vermeil have a very impressive team. It has attained
its status despite injuries to a
number of key people. And experts said the Eagles had no
depth.
Vermeil wastes few words.
He claims his defense is one of
the top three, if not the best, in
the NFL. He rates his offense,
especially when running star

Wilbert Montgomery returns
to action, as good enough to
win a division and conference
title.
Vermeil shys from claiming
the Super Bowl. If you know
Vermeil, known fondly by his
players and fans as "The Little General," he probablr expects to bring that Super Bowl
trophy home to William
Penn's town.
The 76ers also feel they have
the talent to win it all. They
went to the finals last year,
and any team with a Julius
"Dr. J" Erving leading the
way, can't be dismissed. Erving is surrounded with an ex-

cellent supporting cast, including the master of the dunk
shot, Darryl Dawkins.
The Flyers are a blend of
young talent and sturdy
veterans, led by Bobby
Clarke, Paul Holmgren, Bill
Barber, Mel Bridgman and
Reggie Leach. Coach Pat
Quinn is a recognized
strategist, a coach who appears to have the knack for being a disciplinarian, but still
able to maintain the respect of
his players.
There is only one nightmare
in this dream of a city of
champions - three more
parades.

Suns Streaking With Traditional Defense
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
The Phoenix Suns will
become the stars of the National Basketball Association
if they can keep playing
defense in the tradition of the
old Boston Celtics and New
York Knicks teams.
The Suns improved their

record to 8-1, best in the NBA
so far, with a 105-89 victory
over the San Diego Clippers
Wednesday night. It was the
fifth straight victory for the
Suns and the fifth straight
time they held the opposition
under 100 points, a stretch during which the defense has
allowed an average of only 88

points per game.
Forward Len "Truck"
Robinson scored 23 points and
guard Dennis Johnson, a
perennial all-league defensive
performer, added 21 to pace
Phoenix offensively.
Phoenix led 62-53 at
halftime, but put the game
away with a 14-2 streak to

Shift Of NFL Toward More
Offense Borders On 'Danger'
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Al'Special Correspondent
It was an interesting cobquy between two old headknockers of a rowdier era in
professional football, a
dialogue which Commissioner
Pete Rozelle should have been
tuned into.
"They're fooling around
with danger," warned Deacon
Jones, the one-time rampaging defensive end of the Los
Angeles Rams, and later of
the San Diego Chargers and
the Washington Redskins.
"The National Football
League rules-makers have
done a complete flip-flop. Now
everything is in favor of the offense."
"They've taken away our
weapons," added Herb Adderley„ renowned cornerback
of Vince Lombardi's Green
Bay Packers in the '60s who
ended his career with the
Dallas Cowboys. "Where were
the rules when we were chasing Johnny Unitas?"

Two of the NFL's legendary
defensive giants, the Deacon
and Adderley were in New
York Wednesday for the Boys'
Club of New .York's All Sports
Halls of Fame dinner, honoring 17 inductees in various
sports.
Jones and Adderley joined
baseball's Duke Snider and Al
Kaline, basketball's Oscar
Robertson, Jerry West and
Jerry Lucas and hockey's
Harry Lumley and Gump
Worsley in receiving honors
from Boys' Club chairman
David Mahoney.
, "Football is meant to be a
violent sport," said Jones,
continuing his critique of the
direction the sport is moving.
"That's what makes it so
popular.
"People want blood. They
want toughness. They want
violence - not unnecessary
and dangerous physical contact but controlled violence.
Take it away and the game's
in trouble."

British Loss May Force Changes
LONDON ( AP)-the whole
concept of the Wightman Cup
tennis competition wili probably be re-examined if Britain suffers another
humiliating defeat against the
United States in this year's
competition.
Play begins at the Royal
Albert Hall tonight.
Britain lost 7-0 to the
Americans in the United
States last year and has won
only 10 of the 51 previous
meetings between the women
of the two nations.

Both team leaders, Chris
Evert Lloyd of the United
States and Virginia Wade of
Britain, are in favor of the format being changed to allow
top European players to compete in the annual event.
Wade, who will be playing in
her 16th Wightman Cup, said:
"If we get whitewashed then
the possibility of allowing
European players to play is a
good idea. Rather than say the
idea is outmoded it would be
much better to change the format to Europe vs. the United
States."

start the third quarter. The
Clippers were led by Phil
Smith with 21 points.
In other NBA games, the Indiana Pacers defeated the
Knicks 102-95, the Milwaukee
Bucks bombed the New Jersey
Nets 132-116, the Celtics ripped
the Detroit Pistons 103-85, the
Philadelphia 76ers tackled the
Chicago Bulls 115-102, the
Kansas City Kings outscored
the Portland Trail Blazers 11598, the Houston Rockets
outlasted the Dallas
Mavericks 109-103, the Utah
Jazz clipped the San Antonio
Spurs 109-96 and the Golden
State Warriors nipped the
Denver Nuggets 115-109.

in a row to break a 63-63 tie in
the third quarter, and the
Kings outscored Portland 4125 in the period.
Rockets 109, Mavericks 103
Moses Malone scored 38
points and grabbed 21 rebounds and Houston staved off
a fourth-quarter rally by
Dallas.
The Rockets led 70-54 in the
third quarter before the expansion Mavericks fought
back to tie the game 82-82 going into the fourth period.
76ers 115, Bulls 102
Philadelphia won its sixth
straight game as Darryl
Dawkins scored 20 points and
Steve 'Mix and Maurice
Cheeks added 19 apiece.
Chicago
center
Artis
Gilmore led all scorers with
25.
Pacers 102, Knicks 95
Billy Knight scored 27 points
to lead Indiana over New
York, which fell out of first
place in the Atlantic Division.
Indiana led by 19 points with
40 seconds remaining in the
fourth quarter, but a 18-3
streak by the Knicks closed
the margin before the Pacers
pulled away again.
/
Celtics 103, Pistons 85
Robert Parish scored 23
points to lead Boston over
Detroit, which lost its eighth
game in nine decisions.
Warriors 115, Nuggets 109
Bernard King scored 27
points and combined with
Larry Smith for two crucial
threepoint plays as Golden
State won its fifth game in a
row at home.
The Warriors led by only
one point with less than six
minutes left when King hit a
layup and a free throw for a
103-99 margin. A half-minute
later, Smith added his threepointer when he was fouled as
he hit a dunk shot.
Dan Issel led Denver with 35
points.

Adderley added: "The rules
in the secondary now favor the
offense. Take the bump and
run. You can bump a guy only
Bucks 132, Nets 116
once in a five-yard area.
Junior
Sixth-man
Teams are going more for the
Bridgeman came off the
zone and you see less of onebench to score 26 points to lead
on-one."
Milwaukee to its eighth
Jones originated the head
straight victory.,
slap, since outlawed, where
New Jersey trailed, by 15
the rusher slaps the blocker's
points in the third quarter but
helmet at tilt snap of the ball
managed to hit five baskets in
in-an effort to gain an extra
a row to cut the lead to five.
step. But Bridgeman made five
"I never broke anybody's
baskets as the Bucks respondneck," he insisted. "It just
ed with a 20-4 streak to put the
caused the offensive tackle to
game away.
close his eyes and let me get
Jazz 109, Spurs 96
away."
Adrian Dantley and rookie
"It's • the same with the
Darrell Griffith combined for
bump and run," said Ad- 29 points as Utah outscored
derley. "More concessions to
San Antonio 42-22 in the fourth
the offense. Everybody, quarter to break the Spurs'
quarterbacks and receivers, eight-game winning streak.
should have to hold their
Dantley scored 17 in the
own."
final period and 38 for the
"If they can't stand the
- -night, whileGriffith pitched in
heat, get out of the kitchen'
12 in the fourth quarter and 27
said Jones, pulling an old
in the game. In addition, GrifHarry Truman chestnut out of
fith held three-time NBA scorthe fire.
ing champion George Gervin
"Didn't Hank Stram, while
to 10 points.
coach at Kansas City,
Kings 115, Blazers 98
originate the bump and run?"
Otis Birdsong tallied 26
somebody asked.
"He may have used it but points and five other Kansas
'Night Train' Lane started it City players scored in double
figures as the Kings won their
years ago," said Jones.
"Artificial surfaces are third game in four outings.
Kansas City scored 14 points
bad," said Adderley. "Cause a
lot of injuries. I'd like to see
some dirt on the football."
"And less substitutions,"
added the Deacon. "Nobody's
playing a full game any more.
Five or six running backs are
ONESTOPPARTS
going in and out all the time.
The game loses its rhythm.
There's no identity."
"They don't even get tired,"
said Adderley.

-an Pai

You Ate
Invited

By'The Mandated Press
TENNIS
SlXICKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Pam
Teeguarden upset Greer Stevens at
South Africa 6-4, 6-1 in the 675,000
Stockholm Open.
In other action, Hana Mandhkova of
Czechoslovakia beat Sweden's Catrin
Jexell 6-0, 6-4, Bettina Range topped
Renee Blount, 6-3, 6-1, Sherry Acker
ousted MIM1111 Wikstedt of Sweden, 6-2,
6-0; Joanne Russell overcame Joyce
Portman, 6-7,6-i, 6-3, and Barbara Potter topped Czech Hama Strachonova,6-1,
6-1.
TOKYO (APE --- Jimmy Connors topped Sandy Mayer 6-4, 6-1 ; while Paul
McNamee upset Vitas Gerulaitis -- who
was fined for obscenity -- 6-4, 6-1 in the
$340,098 World Super Tennis Tournament.
In other action, John Sadri downed
Hank Pfister 6-3, 6-7, 75; Vince Van Patten beat Ttm Gulliloson 7-5, 6-1; and
Butch Walts eliminated Australian
Peter McNamara 6-1,6-2
CYCLING
FRANKFURT, West Germany APE
- West Germany's Gregor Braun and
his partner, Rene Pijnen of the
Netherlands, won the 34th F'rankfurt nix'
day bicycle race.
HORSE RACING
ARCADIA, Calif. (APE - Porte;
$15.40, won the $54,750 Sunny Slope
Stakes at Santa Anita by a half-length
over Chiaroscuro.
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Rick Miller
VIKINGS-Asked
MINNESOTA
Dan Jones
waivers on Brent McClanahan, running
Greg Story
back, for the purpose of giving him his
HIGH AVERAGES
unconditional release.
Mark McLemore
NEW YORK GIANTS--Placed Terry
Ron Hesselrode
Jackson, cornerback, on the injured
Dan Jones
reserve list. Signed Doug Nettles, defenLyman Dixon
sine back.
Charles Chilcutt
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Signedu c. . Ron Pace
Latimer, cornerback.
Garry Evans
BAY
TAMPA
Larry Buchanan
CANEERS-Placed Greg Roberts, Charlie Harrison
guard, on the injured reserve list.
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HOUSTON ( AP) -- If
anyone should know the rights
of a limited partner, it would
be John McMullen, currently
the beleaguered general partner of the Houston Astros.
McMullen was a limited
partner in the Ownership of the
New York Yankees and he
didn't like his silent role. So he
purchased the Astros for $19
million and set up his own list
of limited partners.
When McMullen fired
popular Astros president and
general manager Tal Smith on
Monday, it created a furor
among many of the 25 limited
partners. Some of them met in
New York Wednesday to plan
strategy for ousting
McMullen.
It may be a difficult task.
Randall, of
Edward
Houston, and New York attorney David LeFevre, are
among the most outspoken of
the limited partners.
"It's not just the firing of

Tal Smith that has all the partners upset," .LeFevre said.
"It's a series of things. The
days of putting up with John
McMullen's, idiosyncracies
are over. This has been brewing for a year. He has created
tremendous
among the
limited partners."
They have not questioned
McMullen's right to make
unilateral decisions under the
general partnership agreement.
Randall, whose firm handl-
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ed the financial transactions
when McMullen purchased the
club, said however, the
limited partners might try to
prove their investments had
been damaged by McMullen's
actions.
LeFevre, a WO/Yea attorney who owns 10 percent of
the Astros, declined to say
how many of the limited partners attended Wednesday's
strategy session or what approach they might take in
challenging McMullen.
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Wedoeaday's Games
Indiana 102, New York 96
Mtheaukee 132, New Jersey 116
Philadelphia 115,(Nano 102
Boston 103, Detroit 86
Kansas aty 115, Portland 98
Houston 198, Dallas 193
Utah 109, Safl Antonio 96
(Phoenix 106, Son Diego 89
Golden State 115, Denver 109
llarsday's Game
Atlanta at New Tait
Friday's Gaanes
Kansas (Sty at Barton
Washington at New Jersey
Atlanta at Phikidelthia
Phoenix at Detroit
Indiana at Cludigo
156llas at Utah
Golden State at San Diego
Cleveland at Los Angeles
San Antonio at Seattle'

Bowling
Standings

Sports In Brief

ANTHIEEZE

To Hear Two Dynamic Speakers

We Urge

Pro Basketball
At A Glance

CE, GOOD ADVICE.

Ile I •

Hockey League, and the
Philadelphia Eagles with the
best record in the National
Football League.
Of course, the basketball
and hockey seasons are
young, and it's a long, long
way to the playoffs. The
Eagles also have a rugged
road to the Super Bowl in New
Orleans. Philadelphia fans,
however,are living for today.
And today the city sits on the
top of the sports world.
•
Yoircan't help dreaming if
you're a Philly sports buff.
Can the 76ers win the NBA title, the Flyers the Stanley
Cup, the Eagles the Super

T PRICE, GOOD ADVICf,

I

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA AP) Philadelphia sports fans
awakened today back in a
state of euphoria.
All of the city's major sports
franchises were in first place
in their respective leagues.
And, at a time when fans had
barely come back to earth
following the Philtres' World
Series triumph.
There it was, however, the
Philadelphia 76ers leading
their division in the National
Basketball Association; the
Philadelphia Flyers atop their
division in the- National
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All Three Professional Teams In First Place

GOOD ADVICE.

IUT PRICE, GOOD ADVICE.
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HEALTH

Following Kenton Explosion

Inspections More Than Routine

Preventing osteoporosis
Lawrence E. Lamb. M D
DEAR DR. LAMB — I read
your recent column on osteoporosis or bone softening
which is so common in women
and I'd like to avoid this
disease
I'm 42, weigh 107 pounds
and I'm 5 feet 2. A year ago I
had a complete hysterectomy
because of a fibroid tumor. 1
have no complaints other than
minor back pain on arising
I'm not on any medicines but
never drink milk. Otherwise. I
have a varied diet including
lots of fresh fruits and vegetables and salads plus whole
grain breads
Would buttermilk or yogurt.
which I like, be an adequate
substitute for the fortified-

skim milk you recommended"
If so, in what amounts?
DEAR READER - As I
mentioned in my previous
column, osteoporosis is softening of the bones. It literally
means porous bones and is the
underlying cause for many of
the buffalo humps or dowager
humps and postural changes
that start developing in women after the change of life
These changes also occur in
men but usually it's about 10
or 20 years later than they
commonly occur in women.
The softening or brittleness
of the bones makes them susceptible to fractures and is
the underlying reason why
many older, people have a

fracture with what would be a
minor fall for a younger
person. A high percentage of
hip fractures are because of
osteoporosis.
You're very wise to think
about doing something now to
prevent such changes. You're
a small woman which means
you have a small skeleton and
in that case you're particularly susceptible to the problem.
And it's true that women who

mended daily allowances for
other age groups. A quart of
whole milk normally contains
about 1.2 grams of calcium. A
quart of fortified low-fat or
fortified skim milk contains
about 1.4 grams of calcium. A
quart of buttermilk is equivalent to a quart of whole milk
and contains about 1.2 grams
of calcium. It also retains a
favorable calcium to phosphorous ratio. Yogurt is about the
are on a calcium-deficient same. So, yes, you can use buttermilk
or yogurt if you wish.
diet are five times as likely to
develop this problem as women who receive a normal or
It's important for you to
increased amount of calcium. know if you had your ovaries
The major source of usable removed with your hystereccalcium in our diet is milk or tomy. If so, you may well
milk products. IncidentallY, derive some additional prothere are some people who tection for your bones by takthink that the calcium to phos- ing estrogen replacements
phorous ratio is important
Many of the foods that we eat
are higher in phosphorous
than they are in calcium, milk
is a notable exception.
The current concepts -Of
treating and preventing osteoporosis are discussed in The
Health Letter number 6-10,
Two Murray State UniversiOsteoporosis: Bone Softening,
which I am sending you. Oth- ty marketing specialists
ers who want this issue can recently presented the results
send 75 cents with a long,
research study on a comstamped, self-addressed enve- of a
lope for it to me, in care of puterized buSiness informathis newspaper, P.O. Box tion system for veterinary
1551, Radio City Station, New clinics at the 1980 MidYork, NY 10019.
America Veterinarian Conference in Louisville.
I usually recothmend that a
Dr. Gary Brockway and Dr.
woman past the change of life
Phillip Niffenegger had
should have at least a gram of
analyzed Current business incalcium a day and a grampractices
of
and-a-half is better. This is formation
more than the usual recom- veterinary clinics and iden-

FRANKFORT, Ky.. — Kentucky schools are receiving
more than the usual annual
fire inspection after the explosion of a Kenton County high
school earlier this month.
Nick Castanis, assistant
state fire marshal, said school
inspections began Oct. 1,
however, more than 75 percent of. the schools must still
be inspected. Inspectors have
been asked to look into areas
normally not included in the
annual inspection, he added.
High on the list are gas appliances such as the furnace
and boiler. Even though equipment has an inspection certificate on it, Castanis has asked inspectors to look at it
again with emphasis on the
outside connections, he said

Marketing Specialists
Present Results Of
Veterinary Research

By Abigail Van Buren

Hospital Room Not
A Hospitality Suite
DEAR ABBY: 1 just returnectfrom 12 days in the hospital,
and I am exhausted!, The ordeal of my 'Surgery was bad enough, but what really
'wore me out were the visits I had from well-meaning friends
and relatives. I looked like hell and felt like hell and didn't
want to see anybody.
I. had a "Do Not Disturb" sign on my door, which didn't
mean a thing. People would knock on my closed door, and if
there was no response, they'd slowly open it and peek in to
see if I was up. If my eyes were closed, they'd tiptoe in, sit
down and wait for me to get up. Once when I was dozing, a
cousin came in and just stood by my bed. (I could feel her
breathing on- me.) Then she leaned down and whispered,
"Honey, are you awake?"
I pretended to be asleep, but she kept asking if I was
awake until she finally got me up. Then she stayed an hour
and a half telling me who was getting divorced, who died
and. who had cancer.
Abby. if you have a letter in your files advising your
readers not to visit sick friends in a hospital, please dig it
out and run it again. It's too late to help me, but it could help
others.

EXHAUSTED IN COLUMBIA, S.C.
DEAR EXHAUSTED: I dug out a dilly and here it is:
DEAR ABBY: Please remind your readers that even if a
patient isn't seriously ill, he is in the hospital to get well, not
to entertain visitors.
I just came home from the hospital, and I'm glad I had the
foresight to tell friends and relatives I didn't want any
company.
My roommate in the hospital appeared to welcome
graciously a constant stream of friends and relatives, but I
noticed how relieved she was after they left, because she
really didn't feel up to seeing them.
Please ask your readers to check first to so° if a patient
REALLY wants company before popping in with a.surprise
visit. A card may be much more appreciated.
RECOVERING FROM SURGERY
DEAR RECOVERING: Well said. And while we're
on the subject, I wonder why everyone thinks a "No
Visitors" sign on the door means everyone but him?

The explosion and fire
earlier this month at Simon
Kenton High School in Independence resulted in one
death and injuries to 37 others.
It has been determined the explosion was caused by a linking natural gas line.
A second explosion, which
injured police, firemen and
utility workers might have
been avoided if a cut-off valve
located in the street had not
been paved over keeping officials from turning off the
gas, Castanis said.

Castanis said state inspectors would bring these
types of violations to the attention of school and local officials.
To speed up the inspections,
the fire marshal's office has
formed a task force to
"sweep" an entire county
school system at one time.
Usually one inspector is in
charge of several counties and
a large number of individual
schools. The task force will
have four or five inspectors
checking the system

simultaneously.
By using the task force, the
state hopes to cover more
schools in less time, be more
effective by having different
people inspect each school and
save money by having all inspectors travel in one vehicle.
Castanis said he expects to
"clear up a lot of things (in
schools this year) that we
demanded last year."
School administrators and
school boards are becoming
much more receptive to the office's demands, he said.
.e
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Ralston Purina Company produces
America's largest line of pet foods,
animal feeds, and per and animal care
products. They provide top
performance for your dollar. Make us
your one-stop shop for all your animal
and per needs.

tified the features most
desired as well as possible
problems involved in implementing a computer
system in a veterinary practice.
More than 500 veterinarians
from six states attended the
conference.
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DEAR ABBY: Regarding the column about children who
are taught to call their parents by their first names:
We have some twins here in Olympia. Wash., who did the
same thing.
When they started school, after the first day they came
home and demanded to know,"How come we don't have a
father and mother like everybody else?"
NO NAME, PLEASE
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SPECIAL
King-Size Waterbed
SEASIDE CARVED
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CONFIDENTIAL TO J.F.D. IN ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS, ILL.: I think the quote you are searching
for is the statement made by the famed British
obstetrician and gynecologist, Lord Brain, who said,
"When, wherever you live in the world,you can have
children only when you wish, that will be a revolution with more far-reaching effects on the pattern of
human culture than the discovery of atomic energy."
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waterbed frame. 10-yr.
mattress
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•••
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send 81 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Vermits Set In Conspicuous Spots Of Businesses
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HALLOWEEN CREATURE — Blu Norsworthy sits in front
of a Halloween creature he and his father, Ken, made.
The creature is made of old clothes and is stuffed with
leaves, old pieces of carpet and "odds and ends." The
creature is located at 1616 Miller.

FRANKFORT — The small
pieces of paper are posted in
conspicuous spots at various
Kentucky businesses.
The unassuming papers are
permits and licenses issued by
the Department for Human
Resources on recommendations of environmentalists
working for local health
departments.
The environmentalists are
responsible for inspecting
jails, hotels, motels, mobile
home and recreational vehicle
parts, septic tank cleaning
vehicles, food markets,
restaurants, youth camps,
public buildings and public
recreational areas. They also
respond to complaints of
sanitation nuisances and rodent infestation.
Chuck Hume, director of
Human Resources' division
for local health in the Bureau
for Health Services, said the
environmentalists' labors are
as old as local health departments themselves. This service has the capacity to in-

When an environmentalists can
the
recommend
fluence public health, but it's
something the public knows goes on an inspection visit, he Operator's permit or license
is
armed
with a list of stan- granted by the local heaJth
very little about," Hume said.
For
most department be suspended.
For most Kentuckians the dards.
Most areas of environmenonly evidence of the work done establishments, the standards
by local'environmentalists is are rated on a scale totaling tal inspection are wellthe pernat or license they see 100 points. While the list varies defined, like hotels and
posted
in
public with the type of establish- motels, recreational areas
establishments. Many-are not ment, Bell said, each violation and mobile home parks. The
aware of the environmen- of the standards results in the category of public buildings
talists broad range of respon- sibtraction of points from the runs the gamut from movie
theatres to restrooms in counsibilities geared toward con- 100 total.
"Say an inspector finds a ty courthouses. •However, the
sumer iteerlth protection,
refrigerator in a restaurant bulk of the environmentalists'
Hume said.
Kentucky law and regula- that's not working properly," inspection are in the area of
tions set, by Huirtan Hume explained, he noted food service—restaurants,
Resources' consumer health that the food is not being kept conunissaries, snack bars,
protection division give en- at appropriate temperatures vending machines and the
vironmentalists the authority and marks the violation on his like.
to inspect businesses and inspection sheet." Hume said
"The first statewide food
state-operated facilities that four- and five-point violations service code in Kentucky was
serve the public. They also are the critical category, and adopted in 1969 and revised in
have the authority to cite an theoperator must correct 1975 and again in 1980," Bell
establishment for violations of them within 10 days. Viola- said.''Before that,some counthe standards, according to tions considered to be less ties had adopted local codes
division director Irving Bell. critical can be corrected and standards." The
"Our regulations set up en- within 30 days. "Ultimately, statewide standards were
forcement procedures and dic- the violations will be cor- adopted "to protect the cod!
tate'attiOn to be taken When rected or the • restaurant will Sinner- from food-Carrying
the guidelines are not met," be closed," Hume said. That disease," Bell said.
means the environmentalists
Bell said.
Since thousands of meals

3ENzococli
Sun Maid Golden

Ragu

290z 2/89'
79'
69'
69'
14 oz.

Libby's Pinneapple Sli., Cru., Chk

Lipton Onion

Sun Maid Seedless

$i 49
15 oz. I

Popsrite

59`

APPLESAUCE -PPLE
Lucky Leaf In Jug

6oth With

S25.00 Order
MI 3 With
S35 00 Order

3 Lb. Can

lucky Leaf Natural
sAucf
20 oz
111:1!IMO
Ski.

APPLE CIDER

46 oz.

STEW

24 oz

35
'PEACHES
69'

29 oz

SPEARS

24 oz.

Vlasic Kosher

..e4.°- CAKE

24 oz

_ 59

Van @ITO.

PORK-N-BEANS.

P°
11eAss
itk-

Kleenex Boutique

PRINTS
Kleenex White Or Assorted

TISSUES

•

I

200 ct

3

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

MAC.- 81 CHEESE
SPAGHETTI .
Swiss
COCOA MIX.. Q..fieentate
COFFEEMATE
C

5/s1
139

Miss Hot

Carnation

Duncan Hines

COOKIE MIXES

29
Si 59

Chocolate Chip
Double Chocolate
Oatmeal
Sugar

150z 79
'
$1 39

Redeem Your Coupons Now

ourn MO'

Libby's

HILI w beans

24 oz

U.S.D.A.
Grade A
Whole

NEW

Foulds

Red Cross

3/1
l25ct 69C
69`

0.A.4111
PEPSI

79!

Limit 3

With $12.511 Adoitional
Purchase Excluding

5119

60Z.99

Wan Camp 16 oz.

COKE or
PEPSi
•

5119
69`

Sun Maid

FRUIT BITS

Liter Size

5165

$1 19

DILL SPEARS

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobasco I Dairy Products

Duncan Hines

Just Rite Veg.

Vlasic Polish

2 lb.

Murray, Ky.

Fri. & Sat. 8-8
Open 8-7
Mon.-Thvrc.
Choice of I With
S12.50 Order
Bonus Sperial

. 15oz

Osage

1 lb.

Call 436-2372

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

RAISINS

20 oz

CUTTING DOWN
One way of cutting down fo•
quickly shedding a few extr.
pounds without crash diet;
fasting or cutting out favul
foods is to eat much less i•
everything. For instance, le
stead of having a cupful ii
mashed potatoes, take just
teaspoon. That way persons .11
not feel sorry for themselves.

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

English Mt. Cut

departments, environmen
talists work in every county t,
assure maximum sanitar.)
protection for Kentuckians.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

1407W. Main
753-4682

CONOV.101W
.

GREEN BEANS
PIZZA QUICK
JUICE PACK
SOUP MIX
RAISINS
POPCORN

are served daily in
restaurants, school cafeterias
and state-operated facihties,
Hume Said, "Thousands of
Kentuckians and tourists are
potentially at risk everyday,
just by eating out; and the
risks are similar at grocery
stores."
Local health department environmentalists are called
whenever there is a power
failure, flood or other disaster
that could possibly endanger a
community's food or water
supply, Bell noted.
Stationed at local health

I

Extra Lean

GROUND
CHILLI MEAT
\189,/

FRYERS

..w,̀
• I ...w.ww.“

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

PRI CE
Owen's Best

iffiriam

$189
lb

Economy 3-5 lb. pkg.

$139

GROUND BEEF

lb

1

-Lean & Meaty

B.B.Q. RIBS

lb $239

Owen's Famous Pit

BAKED HAM

CUCUMBERS

DAIRY

2/39'

'

Cello Pack

RADISHES..2

(Now By The Pound)

pkg

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

PORK STEAK

HAM

lb

Golden Ripe
(y, or whole)

lb. 5219

BANAAS...
N

..

lb

35'
29'

Owen's Best 9 Pcs. Fried

CHICKEN
Lean & Meaty

$119

PORK RIBS

lb

Boston Butt

PORK ROAST

Si
lb

Si .
59

—Extra Lean

GROUND BEEF

ST COPY AVAILABLE

29

lb

-

1

S/29
(whole Chicken) J.

Owen's Best B.B.Q.

CHICKEN
Delicious Boiled

HAM .
Owen's Best Deli Baked

HAM

Juicy Delicious

TANGERINES.

dz. 79'

--'74lb $189

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK
Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK
Green Top
Hyde Park Lo Cal

MILK
Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK
Cooper Country Cheer

S129

SINGLES

lb. J
Yeltow

ONIONS

lb.

1

gal

•

$129
12 oz
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Oriendship

Pr

;est
ivalOCT. 29- NOV.2
By 9 a.m. this morning. WKMS FM, at Murray State University, had raised $2,600 in pledged contributions to support its non-commercial radio services, The station's goal is to raise $12.500 before the
campaign ends Sunday night
_
"Friendship Festival" is the title of the campaign, which will feature more than 50 hours of special
programs, including a big band hit parade, live local concerts, a tribute to the folk music of the 1950's and
60's, and classical music by request.
Special telephones have been installed at the station so listeners can phone in pledges to contribute.
Staffing the phones are volunteers from various community and university organizations.
According to Bruce Smith, station manager, contributions have been pledged from all over the Jackson
Purchase area, and as far away as Hopkinsville and Madisonville. Smith attributes that to the fact that WKMS broadcasts with 100,000 watts, serving a four state audience, and is the only station of its kind within
100 miles of Murray.
Contributions to the station are tax-deductible, and are used to buy syndicated programs, records and
equipment. The station also receives support from Murray State University and the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
WKMS broadcasts 20 hours a day with classical, jazz and folk music, drama, and approximately six hours
Of news and information. It is affiliated with the National Public Radio network, and has a full-time staff of
eight, in addition to a large part-time staff of students.
Contributions can be made by calling 753-1983, or by mailing them to the WKMS Special Fund, Box 3227
University Station, Murray, KY 42071.

91.3 FM 753-1983

KAREN WELCH (top left) AND BRUCE SMITH (above) announce the many
events and special programs during WKMS-FM's five-day "Friendship Festival."
Welch is the proiriotion and development director and Smith is the station
• marragerfor Murray State's 100,000-wat-radio station. The fundraiser goes
through Sunday night:-
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THE ARMENIAN JAZZ
QUINTET performed live at
the WKMS studios last night
at 8-9. (Above) Andy
Avedesian, Paducah attorney, is leader of the group,
and plays "vibes." (Right)
Joe Jackson, WKMS fine arts
producer, and Elmo Reed,
'MSU music instructor,
rehearse before the concert.
Other members of the group
are Don Anderson and Chuck
Simons, both of Murray.

FOR
APPEALING
CONLISTENER
TRIBUTIONS are WKMS
stiff members Mark Welch,
production coordinator, and
Jackson (partially
Joe
shown), fine arts producer.

oolta
MARK REINHARDT (left)
and Charlene Butwell do
their thing during the first
day of the WKMS-FM "Friendship Festival." Reinhardt,
the news and public affairs
director for the radio station,
runs the audio board while
Mrs. Butwell, a volunteer
worker, takes pledges over
the phone. Almost $2,300
was pledged to the station
the first day of the five-day
event.

4

•e
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nay or Lai
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Vampire Awaits Victims At Freight Depot 'Who's missing

By Philip Deaver
Murray State University
The moon was half, with a
light skim of clouds, and
across the fields and along the
roads a light bank of fog
receded. I was out walking,
with a mood of meloncholy
upon me (it must have been
the debates)and a singular air
• i of gloom upon that particular
.1
' tract of land, when, at length,
I came upon the peculiar and
worrisome sight of a dark and
rambling train depot, spread
along the rim of a dark woods
., with no telling what manner of
) fearsome creatures lurking.
Standing in deep shadows, I
observed movement at the
depot windows, and at the
howl of a distant dog, I was
charged with such a chill and
sense of misgiving that I
determined to take shelter in
the old building. It was, after
all, the season of Halloween.
Once inside, I found myself
suddenly hurtled backward in
time, transported to England
and the very rim of sanity,and
the company I was keeping
was weirder yet. Miss Lucy
Seward was moving about her
father's sanatorium, behaving
oddly. But this behavior, no
one dared suppose, had
anything whatever to do with
the two rather, what can I say,
fang-like mutttures to be
found at the base of her pretty

I

white neck. Yet Abraham Van
Helsing, an expert in such
things, was claiming, after
some initial inquiries, that
England was in danger, get
this, because the whole of the
grim and unnatural demeanor
Miss Lucy was exhibiting
pointed to only one thing:
Vampires!
Balderdash, you say'? Well.
What if, in the 1920's, the dawn
of air-travel, Count Dracula
should, by some dark and unnatural process known only to
spooky weirdos in the middle
ages, find his way to life
again, rising at midnight out
of his mouldering tomb in the
howling black of mountainous
Transylvania, and slip under
cover of darkness over to the
local international airport.
What then!? Why, he could go
anywhere,, in a matter of
hours. Brilliant, Van Helsing!
The Tuesday night dress
rehearsals for Dracula was
different that I expected. I expected maybe a comedy, or a
musical. I think I went in
search of a viable third-party
candidate. But this play, written by Hamilton Deane and
John L. Balderston from the
novel Dracula by Bram
Stoker, was an actual modern
gothic mystery,a cousin to the
horror movies of the thirties.
In the dark Confines of the
old depot, it works very well.

You've never gotton so close
to the Count himself. Played
by George Hoffman, Dracula
is every bit the medeival yet
somehow odd Transylvania
castle-lurker you want him to
be. And Bill Phillips plays the
puzzled, astonished Dr.
Seward, whose beautiful
daughter ( Pamela Harwood
has begun to behave unusually, even strangely. Basically,
she likes to drink blood.
In an interestingly and well
cast production, directed by
Richard Valentine, Travis
Middleton is enormously
believeable in the role of
Abraham Van Helsing. In an
accent so true and consistent
you completely forget he's acting, Middleton escorts the audience through the mysteries
of vampires and the myths of
all scary things, setting the
mood and gaining our trust
with the steady look in his eye
and the strength of character
he marshals agains the son of
the devil himself.
The intimacy of the community theater production of
Dracula gives an extra element of dark mood, and the
eerie special effects are
calculated to bring the audience to delightful, complete
terror. The music, especially,
is so full and well-timed that
sometimes you think you
might really be in an old

movie house watching one of
the classic Dracula movies.
Dracula opened Wednesday
and will play through
November 1, curtain at 8:00
p.m. In addition, there will be

a Saturday matinee on
November 1, 2:00 p.m. The
Halloween midnight show is
almost sold out. Word of advice: bring the kids and your
thermal socks.

SPECIAL
SERVICE
Oil Filter si 295
Lube
5 Qt 10-40-011

Alignment $1 1 95
V-8 Tune Up 4-6 Cyl.
$895

from your
management
team?
If you don't have as a part of
your management team a
Certified Public Accountant
then you're missing the most
important link in your total
profit chain.
As an integral part of any well.
managed business, a CPA
can provide such aids to your
management as financial
structuring, budgeting and
forecasting, analysis of
accounting systems, taxes
and tax planning, and even
estate planning.
Now you can understand
when we say
Certified Public
Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA

University
Gulf Service
At 5 Points
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5782
L.D. Workman Owner

Miro than a MIL It's a prefasskon

Michael H. Keller
201 S 6th Street

Certified Pah& Accountant

0

Kentucky Fried Chicken
means great value!

SCENE FROM "DRACULA" — Left to right in this scene
from "Dracula" are Pamela Harwood as Lucy Seward, J.
Hunter Overton as Jonathan Harker, Travis Middleton as
Abraham Van Helsing and Bill Phillips(background)as Dr.
Seward.

Acting Commissioner
Makes Appointments
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Acting state police Commissioner A. D. Fortner has announced the promotions of two
veteran state police commanders to lieutenant colonels.
Major Donald R. Powers
will head up a new special investigations division aimed at
white collar crimes, public
corruption and organized
crime in Kentucky.
He had been over a special
investigations
command
formed two months ago which
was absorbed by the new unit.
Capt. Marion Campbell,
post commander at Dry
Ridge, will move to Frankfort
as director of a security and
compliance division.

That unit was set up last
March to provide security
coverage for all Kentucky
state parks, to enforce water
safety laws and maintain the
safe flow of commercial
highway traffic.
It also covers security of
almost all state property in
Franklin County, including
the capitol.
Lt. Kenneth R. Smith,
formerly at ,Frankfort, will
succeed Campbell as post
commander at Dry Ridge, according to Fortner.
Powers, 44, joined state
police 23 years ago and has
spent most of his career in
criminal investigations.
Campbell, 39, is a former
trooper and later detective at
Morehead.

0t4SALE NOW!
4.10141.SON
114•61/15

BILE
Layaway Illow
For Christmas
or Gorge It!

DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES
1/3

There's no better value than
chicken. And no better chicken
than the Colonel's. He set the
standard for fried chicken the
world over. So take these
coupons and treat yourself
or your family to something
special. Try the Colonel's
Blue Ribbon Original Recipe,
the one with superior taste.
Or try our crunchy Extra Crispy.
Both are waiting for you at the Colonel's
along with these delicious suggestions:

Al.. Avalablo
GI MICHELSON'S
is Mooyhold

II

pi MIN MI MN UM On

FREE
Dry ow leyevior
any sholle
N.*
"
diesommul of
$700.. mere o
A $50
yawl 14X STAB HIMONT

MICHELSON'r'

ST COPY AVAILABLE

MN

SNACK BOX
This coupon good for 2 pieces
of the Colonel's Onginal
Recipe or Extra Crispy and a
roll fot only 99'. Limit one
coupon per customer.
Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

Yoe, Wil.1111
Meshed the
prices en ear
bolded Dioniond Solltoiroo
Volvos $250.00 to $6,004.00

NOW 169 to $3,995

9-Piece Weekend Special.
With coupon only $699
Here's a real weekend
treat for you and your
family. 9 pieces of
chicken (Original Recipe
or Extra Crispy), 1 large
mashed potato and gravy,
1 large salad, and six dinner
rolls. It's more than enough for
an average family of four. And you
can enjoy a fresh-tasting dessert, too.

15-Piece Carry Pack.
With
coupon only$749
2-Piece Snack Box.
So much chicken for so
With coupon
little. You get 15
only 99c
pieces of the
If you're looking
Colonel's
for the perfect
Original
light lunch
Recipe or
or snack,
Extra
look no
Crispy.
further.
It's an
You get two
ideal
pieces of the
way of
Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra Crispy,
dealing with
and a roll. And why not make it even better
hearty appetites or unexpected company.
with the Colonel's delicious
And with so much delicious
No Ill ON NO• MAN chicken,
corn-on-the-cob. Golden corn
you'd be smart to
with a fresh-picked flavor
take
home
a gallon or two
WEEKEND
!
cooked as only the Colonel
of refreshing, homemade iced
SPECIAL
can do it.
tea or old-fashioned lemonade.

OFF

OFFER EXPIRES
NOVEMBER 15, 1980

EMI IMMII

753-8918

Good,only
MI Saturdays and Sundays
thru November 15, 1980
III •9 pieces of chicken (Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy)
.1 large mashed potato and gravy
111 • 1 large salad
•6 dinner rolls
Get all this for $6. and this
coupon. Limit one coupon per
customer. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax

En NMI MIMI

1=11 INN WIN

$749 IS-PIECE
NI CARRY PACK

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 15, 1980

1
▪•
I%ntucky
ill
Fried Chicken.
ansr
ga(xi alxxit
'

Get 15 pieces of the
Colonel's Original Recipe or
Extra Crispy for only $7'"
Limit one coupon per
customer Customer pays all
applicable sales tax
OFFER EXPIRES
NOVEMBER 15, 1980

ow mm3 am me ma
mm me me moo o•na
_
4
"kgiliceto WIso
Coupons good only at the following Jack Marshall's Kentucky Fried Chicken stores:

SM..66

1113 Styamore, Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7101

!

602 South 6th St. Mayfield, Ky.
Phew* 2474443

O39
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SHOP
COMPARE
2. Notice

1. LegaTikrice
1

As of October 29. 1980,
Newell Wayne Hopkins will no
longer be responsible lor any
debts other than mf own.

2, Notice "Before Direct Deposit
I used to spend
a lot of time
running to deposit
my Social Security
check.
Now I only run
whih I
wantto:'

2. Notice

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES

,

ANT ADS ARE YOUR BM Bil
2. Notice

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

In order for sear .ra tO oppeur
Sin the dote you spec rty you must
odhere to the following deodlines
An ad must be (oiled or brought rn
by 12 Neewthe day before in
order to 'appear or the nest doys
poper with the exception of ads
to start in Monday s pow they
must be soiled or brought in bye
10 a.m.on Saturday
Td hose an ad complied before
pubtrcatron you will need to ton
tact us by 8 a.ny. !hot morning
in order for it not to appear
in
that days edition

**Overcoming Depression"
759-4444.
Children's Bible Story
- 759-4445.

Listed here is a ledpv reference
that will quickly help NU locate
the ,lassitrcatron you sre looking
100
I. legal Notice
2..Notice
3. Card at Thanks
4. 111 Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11.inaluctions
12. Insurance
13. Fur Sale or Trade
14. Want to But
Bible Facts Free Store for the IS. Articles For Sale
needy 759.4600
-16. Horne Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
The r ow, and resforarron of
Seeing Mackom
old photos We relouth and I IS,
farm Equipment
19.
ion transform them into light •
Sportstowpment
20.
or heavy oils
• 21. Monuments
I 22. Musical
23. Exterminating
751 8298 W 24. Miscellaneous
304 Mum
.i25. Business Services
rr
,rire 0a coo 0 cr cii
26. TV-Radio
a 27. Mobile Home Sales
ITS A
.
1 28. Mob Home Rents
FACT
.; 29. Heafingtooting
Free grit wrapping is a 30. Business Rental
specialty at
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts Foe Rent
Starks
33. Rooms for Rent
Hardware
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
1.21h & Poplar
36. For Rent Or lease
753 1227
,
faints.
"
00000004.94
37. Ltrestocir Supplies
38 Pets Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
‘nsster to Wednesdas's Pouts
41. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
o•
7
49. Used Cars
50. Used trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors .
I
53. Services Offered
A
54. For Trade ,
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. roante,..
ft

Tired of bale Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics Phone 1554 3053
If You
Need Then
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance. . 753-9332
Comp. Care . . . 753-6622
Fire (City)
911
Fire (County) . . 753-6952
-Foster Parents . 753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn 753-0849
Humane Soc. . 759-4141
Learn To Reod. 753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792
Poison Control 753-7588
Police
911
Rescue Squad .. 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. 1 -800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray ledger IL Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy near the
telephone.

CARTER STUDIO

DIRECT EPOSIT
You know your money15
safe and sound.

0

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Sorts.*
Khlolk
o Assn sea
&COO.
.8 Compass Oi
Owosso
Pa9004
10 LorviCale
,tvwmOu 11 Poem
17 Ceara work
• 43 Verve
• M.Isculine
19 Printer s
'our p551
measure
• Axed •
20 Obtain
note.. ....218.abascl.king
E r',wavered 22 Avaleargellit
74CY2CIO409T/wi:53 Mostar,
25 Instrument
..ktaaosar.
26 Entscred
7rarmactiOn
27 Cherkcal
34 Pronoun
COrnpOund
is Crva 4113"
29 Scruff
36 Named
11 Erascerate
.rn Robert E 33 Burdens
40 Robs
37 S.lt
41 Pigeon pea
2 -343 MD
44 pi,ilitet
12
!abbe
15
45 l44
- 47-Core 1,44=
IS
5, Choose
2i 22
23
55 Climbing
plant
56 Church
bench
57 Coridernsed
moisture
58 Shorn
50 The see
l3OWN
Wine cup
2 Fall behind
3 SuPPort

an

LO

38 Wet down
42 Chinese mile
45 Turkish regYmeet
46 Drink fieavily
47 Food fish
4

5

7

E

48 Exist
49 Novel
50 For shame'
52 Wooden pin
53 Couple
55 Baseball pos
IS 11

0
14

Is,

17
20
24

111
25

27

or

25

32

SAC

33

or

35

311
41

1 40
44

52 53

04

Si

FROM THAT
CANDY
BOX .)-)

43

Isr

54

LIES SIR, I
UNDERSTAND..

42
am

47
11
49

GROW
WITH ESB
Outstanding promotional opportunity for on aggress!. innor•tin• Indi•Ideel looking • c•roor position Prnscip•I detio
aro paranoia, mot loroatory control bat brood •siministratir•
•nporkuuto con be ••10041. (SI Is • growth comp•my nom I.
anothor nealor •spansioni program. WI renal" a promotion
minded Individual •nd wis will tailor c.c., path doollopamat
I S Dorm la Acomatini is donned end accounting aptItudo
romolrod Encollont bomfit package and starting salary, &spend.* wpm ••porlonco •nd potoatiol for odroaconsont
For coasidor•tion ploaso MIMI roams Sr opply

ESII MATERIALS COMPANY
955 South Main Street
Covington, Tennessee 38019
Attn: Personnel Manager
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M

9

ONE OF SNOOPY'S BEAGLE
SCOUTS GOT THROWN IN
JAIL .I HAVE TO 60 DOWN
AND GET kER OUT...

NAT STUPID 206
15 MORE TROUBLE
THAN HE'S WORTH!

HOW DID SHE
K Now WHAT
WAS DOING?

‘
IM051
OF U5
ARE

fuel, triple wall
Lost 6 month old part Terrier Chimneys, all
99. 8"x30",
puppy, brown leather collar pipe, 6"x30", $29
$29 99, installation kit, 6",
Call 753 6470 after 5 pm
$41.99. Wallin
$29 99,
Lost Black cat with stub tail, Hardware, Paris.
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area Call before Leather repair, dying, cleaning.
5 753-1323 or after 5 pm. 753 and alterations Also saddle
and harness repair We make
8678.
leather clothing, chaps. vests,
Lost. downtown, dark brown tack, belts, purses. billfolds,
handbag' containing and many other gift items Call
checkbook, dentures, and 153-9736.
social security card. Reward if
returned, no questions asked. Mink stole, autumn haze, beige
coat with large mink collar,
607 South. 9th St 759-1268.
size 18-20. Wheel chair, like
Lost' One black male,, one gray new. Call 753-1336
female cat Both wearing
rabies tags Lost around Main Old crock jars and radio HumStreet area. Call 1-893.5613 mell clock Clothes and coats
size 15 and 16 Man's leather
collect.
coat size 44 Call 753-8694
after 5 pm.
6. HelLWanted
Earn $50 per hundered secur- 1968 Volkswagen Bug; Fisher
ing, stuffing envelopes Free Mama Bear stove. Call 753details, Reply • "Homemakers- 7861 or 436-2606.
Sl2S", Box 94485, Schaum- 16. Home Furnishings
burg, 11 60194
Commodes. white. A grade,
Part time kitchen help r?eded. $43.99. Wallin Hardware
Applications accepted in per Paris.
son only between 2 and 5 Dm
standing
at Dakota Feed & Grain, Five Electric black tree
Points. No phone calls please. fireplace. $100. 753-9235
after 3 pm.
Secretary/Administrative Assistant Permanallt part-time. For sale. Maple hutchantique
Skills include typing, some wardrobe, oak china cabinet,
For information call 753light.- bookkeeping, ability to lamp.
make independent decisions, 0960.
good communication skills. For sale: Den furniture'
able to work with minimal Franklin fireplace; and a drill
supervision. Call JP JAHS. 753- press. Call 753-5699.
9838 or Pam Underwood, 753- For sale: Stove and refrigerator.
0418.
Call 753-9187.
Urgently need dependable per- Hide-a-bed, end tables, coffee
son who can work without table, and chair. 759-1628.
supervision for Texas Oil Company in Murray area. We train. Seven piece dining room suite
Write K.K. Dick. President with glass top: twin size
Southwestern Petroelum. Box bookcase beds, day bed; end
tables: recliners, chairs, chest.
789. Ft. Worth, TX 76101.
bar stools, high chairs, stereo
stand; record players, electric
organ, 6 leg tables: floor lamps.
Now taking applications
trunks, flower stands; night
for day and night shifts.
stand, wringer type washer.
Apply in person at
and a very nice sofa. Carraway
McDONALD'S
Furniture, 753-1502.
Two matching chairs and otNo phone calls, please!
toman. good condition. Call
Wanted Room and board for after 5 pm. 753-5664.
elderly lady. Call 753-4754 or Two piece living room suite,
753-2606 after 5 pm.
gold on gold. Call after 5 pm,
753-5450.
7. Storage Bldgs.
Built
portable Used 30- - electric stove.
Custom
Frigidare, $70. Call 436-2862
buildings. Call 753-0984
after 5-30. •

New Free Arm sewing machine,
one used Singer, 15 class. like
new One Kenmore in cabinet
like new Must sell! Call Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
Used Singer sewing machine,
lig zag, all regular at.
tachments, sews perfect. fully
guaranteed, full cash price
$39.50 Call Martha Hopper,
354-6521.

15. Articles For Sale

Crocheted afghans, shawls,
caps. and scarfs. Call after 5
pm,i753-4860.
FOtplace • screen, black with
brass trim. Like new. 33 inches
high. 48'1 inches wide. $25.
Phone 753-2796.
For sale- 4 hp portable air
compressor; commercial sewing machine, metal filing
cabinet, electric water cooler,
adding machine and cash
register, hospital bed: antique
bed and dresser, other furniture. Call 753-7852 for
details.
For sale Girl's 5-speed Huffy
bicycle. $35 Also box of
fishing lures Call 753-0138

17. Vacuum Cleaners
One used Filter Queen vacuum
cleaner, $149.50. One new
Filter Queen, $399.50. One used Kirby, $129 50. One used
Electrolux, like new, $139.50.
Call Martha Hopper. 354-6521.
Used Kirby vacuum cleaner.
like new, all attachments.
$125. Brand new Filter Queen
vacuum cleaner. $395. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale. Portable Singer sewing machine. Has zig-zag stitch.
multi-stitch, blind stitch Also
included is a Singer buttonholer attachment. $90. Call
436-2742 after 6 pm.

Nori-i NG?

JUST
YAWNING

Being held to demonstrate the abilities and
qualities of the Arabians.

iten...,10

YAWNING'?

AND
STRETCHING

STRETCHING?

Saturday and Sunday Nov. 1 L 2
Locust Grove Road 2 miles out 121 South,
follow signs.
Refreshments will be served.
This Open House will be cancelled if it rains
but will be held the following weekend if the
weather permits.

Friday

BECAUSE IF YOU'RE
AWAKE, I WANT TO
TALK TO YOU

Saturday
Large Group of LP's
and 8 Track Topes
(Reg. 7.99R 8.99)
Ooty
LOOK AT THAT
IVORY!SOMEDAY
WELL COME BACK!

THIS MARK ON
MY JAW- WHERE
THAT MASKED GUY
SOCKED ME! WHAT
IS IT 2

SIGN OF
SKULL..
MARK OF
PHANTOM'
I WARNED
YOU!

H
Visitors we
Locust Gray
•p Ree-Mar Ara
For sale V
after.4.30. 1
---leather rel
work Chaps
gun cases
bags 753-9,
Milk goat b
2495

28. Mob. Home Rents 3-2.-Aots.FórliiU

One bedroom apartment. stove,
refrigerator, and water furnished. $90 per month Call 753/814.
Partially furnished apartment.
Air and carpeting. One block
from University $100 per mon
th. 759-4538
Two
Riveria Apartments
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
disposal, carpet, drapes,
19. Farm Equipment
washer-dryer hookup, and
dishwasher.
443-3430.
540 MF Comliine, same as
Paducah, KY.
new, only 190 hours, 13' grain
head with variable reel See
Two bedroom upstairs apartMarvin Roberts, Marion, KY or
ment. Private entrance. Carpet
call (502) 965-4888 after 4
and built-ins No children or
pm.
pets. Lease and deposit re
gutted. $170 per month Call
20. Sports Equipment
753-9208 after 4 pm.
Ruger new model Black Hawk
Two bedroom apartment,
357 magnum: Bicentennial
recently redecorated, private
issue. Two boxes of shells,
area and good neighborhood
holster. Call 753-0211 after 6
No children, no pets. Lease and
pm.
deposit required $115 per
Remington 1100. 12 guage
month. Available Noyembe,
automatic, 25" improved
1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm
cylinder, rib barrel. 435-4555.
Two bedroom duplex with cen:
22. Musical
tral heat and air, outlet for
washer and dryer. Couples
Magnus beginner organ. expreferred. No pets. 753-9741.
cellent condition $100 firm
,Hodge & Son or 29. Heating-Cooling.
Can be seen a.t
Two bedroom aparlment. Call
call 759-40241
For sale' 23,000 BTU Kalvinator Embassey Apartmrts, 753New and used Baldwin piano air-conditioner, real good con- 4331.
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.. dition, used only 2 seasons.
across from the Post Office. Reasonable price. Call after 34. Houses For Rent
Parts.IN„)
Country home. 2 bedroom. Call
noon. 753-5240.
New and used pianos and
431-4386.
30.
Business
Rental Four, or five bedroom furnished
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area Buy now and
house for four or five college
Mini
save up to $1000 We accept
girls or boys. Also small furlay-aways for Christmas
Warehouse
nished apartment for 1 or 2
Clayton's - I & B Music, Dix
college girls. Call 753-5865
Space
Storage
'eland Center, Murray.
days, 753-5108 after 5:30 pm.
For Rent
Upright piano, good sound
For rent: 3 bedroom house.
$145 Call 435-4555.
Stove: refrigerator furnished.
753-4758
23. Exterminating
753 9240.
3.Apts.Toil-int
House for rent near Panorama,
Apartments for rent, near $125 per, month plus deposit.
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Call 436-2582.
-Duplex. 2 bedrooms, family ----Kibuse for rent, near the Taylor-room with fireplace, all kitchen Store Community. Call 753-.
appliances. No children or 8375 after 6 or contact Larry -pets 759-4509.
Hurt, Murray Supply.
Kelley's Termite
Furnished one bedroom aparrt- One and a half story farmhouse
& Pest Control
ment, Zimmrman Apts South for rent December 1, 1980,
Phone 753-3914
16th Street. 753-6609.
$200 a month plus utilities.
24. Miscellaneous
Furnished apartment for rent. Rectric heat, refrigerator and
stove. 10 minutes from town.
siding. 753-8298.
wood
Cypress
Write: Jim Bryant, 5711 B
8"x16.x7/8, 50 t board foot. For rent: Furnished upstairs Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY
45,000 board feet. Call 759- apartment, bedroom living 40121.
room combination, large kit1893 or 753-1623
Three bedroom home close to
Firewood. oak and hickory, 18" chen and bath. $125 plus M.S.U. Children welcome. Callutilities.
Girl's
only.
Call.
753or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
753-3006.
5041 or after 5. 153-4707.
489-2327
bedroom, newly
Three
Fireplace inserts, automatic For rent: Furnished apartment,' decorated. Tr -City house Easy
New
Concord,
$80
per
month.
two speed blowers, see through
to heat. References and
glass doors. $499.99. Wallin Call 436-2427.
deposit. $150 per month 247For
rent:
Two 2 bedroom apart- 4701.
Hardwke, Pans.
ments,
Murray
Manor. Call
Firewood cut to order, $25 a
Thlee room farmhouse. 10
rick, delivered Call 436-2744 753-8668
miles. east of Murray. Call 153Nice large furnished one 2480 after 5 pm.
after 5 pm
bedroom
apartment,
private
Firewood for sale. $20 a rick
Unfurnished 2 bedroom house,
delivered. Call 437-4731 after entrance, heat furnished. Near near downtown. $135 per monhospital, university Graduate
7 pm.
student, married couples. No th. Phone 153-8080.
Firewood. $25 a rick delivered. children, pets. And lease, 15336. For Rent Or Lease
Call 753-8430 or 759-4805 1299.
after 5 pm
One bedroom apartment, fur- Want to rent or lease 100-400
King automatic wood heater, nished or unfurnished, near acre corn or bean ground. 642brick lined, cast iron grates Stadium, excellent for student. 0207. Hatman & Hat man Farm,
Buchanan, Tennessee.
and doors, lift off cook surface Call 753-3949.
top. model 880213 $259.99.
SILVER- SOLO L SILVER -BOLD
GOLD
Wallin Hardware, Paris. TN.
-fatrhan -chain -saw, 17" cutter
bar, two chains. $85. 7536257.
If you hove been selling your
Wood for sale, oak and hickory.
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
$22 rick delivered. Call 489probably lost some money
2813.
Please get our offer before
Wood for sale, seasoned oak
you sell It makes Dollars and Ow
Call 436-2758
Sense. Free Approisols SecurMobile home for rent
References and deposit. Call
753-9975.
One or two adults, 2 bedroom,
all electric, water furnished,
one mile out of city limits,
Highway 121 South. $50
deposit, $95 per month Phone
753-5405 after 5 pm.
Small 2 bedroom trailer, water
and trash pickup furnished, 4
miles on 121 South. No pets.
Students preferred. 753-8061.
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condition, from $145. Call 7538964.
12x60 Two bedroom trailer,
furnished, in good condition.
near University. Call 489-2118.
Two bedroom trailer, 1 1 2 miles
on 641 South, $150 and
,fleposit. 753-4699.
Two bedroom, 1260. partially
furnrshed. on large private lot 3
miles east of Murray. Call
6283 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom trailer on Ledbet
ter Church road $60 per mon
th. Call 354-6144.

311:Ireff-

.AKC register
Collie pupp
Call(901)6r1
AKC Poodle.
black 1 fe
each. 436-2]
Basic and A
thence class
tracking: ar
breeds and
instructor. 4
Black femal
AKC registe
2648
Two female
for sale Call
Trained male
sale. 437-43:

39. Poult

Three vante
Call 753-822

40. Prod'

For sale. Ap
Call 753-266

41. Publi.

Browns Grov
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Saturday, 9
closed Mond
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This ry1(
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Rain a
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Will se
wood sto
machine,
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child's eli
Antiqu
2-box on
bed, 2
typewrit(
table, GI
tern, Ai
glasswari
boxes.
Not re
you are p

LOOK!!!

OPEN HOUSE
REE-MAR ARABIANS

, NOTHINS

I-IONEY, ARE YOU
AWAKE'

SPEAK FOR‘
YOURSELF"

18. Sewing Machines

---BUT YOU MUST
HAVE EYES _IN hti
THE BACK OF
YOUR HEAD

Sr,a.c.i.to
MISS ESLJXLEY
15 JUST
SiTTING AT
HER DESK
POING

ATTENTION
PARENTS!
Bring your Trick-orTreaters by
1890's Ice
Cream Parlor
for free sample cones.

5. Lost and-Four-id - 15. Articles For Sale_

37:Gii

One Rack Albums,
Oldies But Goodies
Only
Will Me6v Good
Xmas Gifts

"World of SOund"
753-5165
222 So. 12th
"Steree's-Layaway Per Imes"

26. TV-Radio
Cassette tape player. indash.
AM-FM, $50. Under dash power
play. $25. Call 753-0492.
Wanted Responsible person to
take up small monthly
payments on color Tv. Warranted.clayton:s. 753,7575.

ity provided

40
an

BO
r •

Soll•rt of Gold Colns 1-2' ,5-10-20
Open 9:00-900

Gold 8. Silver Pawn Shop
Buy, Sell or Trod*
Plaza
01
GOLO

SILVER

GOLD & SILVER

GOLD S. SILVER

27. bbile Home Sales
Approximately 84 acres with 2
mobile homes for sale or trade.,
For more information call 4365844.
Double wide mobile home, in
good condition For more infor
matron call 382-2330 in Graves
County
12x65 Good condition, 3
bedrooms, furnished. Plus
washer and dryer and air,
conditioner. 474-2342.
14x70 Mobile home. 1976.
house type roof. 2 bedrooms. 2
full baths, factory installed
wood burning fireplace. Excellent condition Call 5223606.
12x60 Model 1961 mobile
home Carpet, washer and
dryer Call 753-6295.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For--vent -2-bedtooM
near Murray. No pets. 4892611
12x60 Mobile home for rent.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Mailer Court, Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, November 11th, 10:00 A.M., rain or shine,
at the home of Mr. end Mrs. Bill Wiseman on South
16th Street, Wiswell Rood, Murray.
Will Sell: Finest formal Broyhill dining room suite with
6 choirs, china cabinet, and service bar, living room
suite, coffee and end tables, recliner, king size bed,
new couch, Kenmore washer, General Electric dryer,
gas borbegue grill, stereo and speakers, dinette set
and 6 chairs, several fancy lamps, typewriter, adding
machine, Singer sewing machine, electric heaters,
chest of drawers, exercise bike, chrome plated coffee
service tray, crystal candle stick set, encyclopedias,
miscellaneous pots and pans, glassware, lots of hand
tools, chain saw, 16 h.p. Sears riding lawn mower,
weedeater, 2 wheel trailer, hedge trimmer, some antiques, dresser with bevel mirror, chifferobe, antique
piano Ercerst Gabler of New York, wash stand, oak
mirror table, churns, trinkets,. lots more too
Anumeraus to mention.
•
_
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch on the trounds! Another good sole next Saturday!

Keep war
cozy 2 her
outlet strf
and for th,
adds just
mosphere
tractively
at S34,60

Auctioneer, Terry Shoemaker
7S3-9324

BEST COPY AVA1

•

PALA

1111

\II

11

.1.1EliGER & TIMEH:Thursday.flesuber 30, 1980

uurru WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
37. Livestock-Supplies 41. Public Sale
For Rent
apartment, stove
nd water furnishmonth Call 153.
shed apartment
eting One block
ty $100 per mon
artments. Two
trigerator, range,
arpet, drapes,
hookup. and
443-3430,
upstairs apart
entrance. Carpet
No children or
and deposit re
per month Call
n 4 pm
DM apartment.
norated. private
)cl neighborhood
to pets Lease and
wed $115, per
table November
9208 after 4 pm
duplex with cen;
d air, outlet for
dryer. Couples
pets. 753-9741.
aparlment. Call
partmpts. 753c,

s For Rent

), 2 bedroom. Call

iedroom furnished
ur or five college
Also small furment for I or 2
. Call 753-5865
38 after'5:30 pm.
bedroom house.
,Erator furnished.

it near Panorama,
inth plus deposit.

it, near the Taykx- -runity. Call 753-.
i or contact Larry
Supply.
If story farmhouse
cember 1, 1980.
nth plus utilities.
refrigerator and
mutes from town.
Bryant. 5711 B
• Ft. Knox. KY

)m home close to
ren welcome Callt•

droom, newly
ri City house Easy
References and
0 per month 247-

farmhouse. 10
f Murray. Call 753pm.
2 bedroom house.
en. $135 per mon3-8080.

Int Or Lease
or lease 100-400
)ean ground. 642& Hatman Farm,
nnessee
SILVER -GOLD

ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE Carport sale. Thursday and Fri
Visitors welcome' South on day at 816 N 19th St.
Locust Grove Road /536100 Garage sale. Saturday.
Ree-Mar Arabians 753 6126
November 1st. 8-1. Sweaters.
For sale Weening pigs Call jackets BB guns, boy's clothes
size 5-12.. • Baby things.
after 4.30. 753-3523.
typewriter moped. bedspreads.
Leather repair and custom 17th Johnson.
'
work Chaps belts, moccasins.
gun cases. billfolds. saddle- Six party yard sale' Antiques.
clothes, miscellaneous items 3
bags 753-9736
miles south 121 on Old Salem
Milk goat Nile for sale 489. Road tust
past the church
2495
Thursday. Friday, and Saturday
311. Ives-Supplies
Yard sale Friday and Saturday
- AKC registered sable and white 641 North across from
Collie puppies. 9. weeks old. Thweatt's Tire Center. Almo
Call(901)642-8765
Heights Tables, chairs, small
AKC Poodle pups. .4 males appliances, baby clothes to
black. 1 female. white. $40 adult No pink In case of rain
will be canceled
each. 436-2745.

4r. Public Sale

4111-61 Estate

Gigantic garage and household
sale Friday and Saturday. 907
N 16th.
•
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
8 til , 641 North, lust past
Wiggins Furnture.
Yard sale. 9-5. Friday and
Saturday. October 31st
November 1st, corner of 16th
and Miller. Many grassware and
household items.
Yard sale! Kitchen items, toys
dishes, clothes for the whole
family, bedspreads. curtains
and records. 518 S 13th. Saha
day. 9 AAA Sunday 1-6 PM
Yard sale, 3 party. 1406
Sycamore: Friday 8-5. •
Yard sale. Friday. November
,31st. 111 N 7th St. Also. will do
babysitting. -753-0569_
Yard sale. Saturday November
1st. 8 AM til ?. 1601 West Olive
off 16th Lots of bargains.
everything must go!
Yard sale. Friday and Saturday.
Old silver coins and old pennies, antique necklace,. solid
gold watch, like new made in
1893. 30- white electric cook
stove first class condition, one
old balt action 20 guage shot
gun
nice assortment of
clothes, and many more items
206S 151h. Cab 759-4702
Yard sale! Men. women. .and
boy's clothes.• games, toys, and
miscellaneous items. Saturday.
November 1st, 8-4. 520'2
Broad Street. Canceled in case
of rain.

47. Motorcycles

51.-Sifices Ofkred

53.Semis Offered

Need work on your trees? Topp
ing, pruning. shaping. ,uri,
plete removal and more
BUYER'S TREE SERVICE fur
professional tree care 153
8536.
Painting - Paperhanging
General maintenance Free
estimates 159198/,
Reynolds aluminum products,
PAINTING
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Can.
Interior I. htenor
753-0689
411-.11-uto. Services
Tuitra Ceiling; caulking
Stop! For all your repair needs
and
winterizing. Quality
283 Chevrolet engine, $150 or'
roofing, carpentry plumbing
work, 15 years exbest offer Call 753-6945 after
and electrical work, look nu
5 pat, .
perience. Coll Robert
mare' Cott /53-9226 or -753 „
JOHN SMITH "For
Scroggins, 436-2353.
W sell on November 15th for
9623 Well do your rob large in
heaven's sake. Toss a coin and voteill
small All work done to your
storage wrecked 1970 Cutlass
and blow your stack later."
satisfaction
Olds
number Heating Refrigeration An Con
Serial
336870M373625
lames ditioners appliance repairs TENTS AND AWNINGS custon
41Reillstate
Burkeen. Route 3. Murray, 753- Bob's Refrigeration Service made and repaired Reasonabh
Basic and Advanced dog obe- Carport Sale, 732 Fairlane
-Hazel Kentucky 498-8370 rates Free
7151
estimate's Call 75 dience classes. Breed handling. Drive. Saturday. 8 AM til 2 PM.
Murray- Ry. 763.7829 Robert
S'.--/1.1;*'esDrr
sC...
rig:
:77s- d g
753-7411
try wit
living inn
the
w
tracking. and protection. All Garage said. Friday and Satur
9736
Used
Cars
Lockhart
(Bobby)
skl)i.JNI) VHF (LOCK
country
with
short distance from
this
breeds and ages. Professional day. 415 S 8th St. Lots of fur1976 Chevy Nova. 6 cylinder. 2•
sq. ft. home located on
At (otter Studio you get a
town with well coninstructor. 436-2858.
niture. some antiques
door. clean inside and out. Insulation blown in by Sear,
1 acre with 4 foot in
of frames.
variety
wide
structed 3 bedrooms, 2 S
an::
high
heating
save
on
these
fu
bedroom,
New
2
listing.
3
refrigerator,
electric
range.
diameter oak trees. It
Black female puppy for sale.
$1950. 623-8293, Mayfield.
Choose the frame that best
bath home equipped kl
cooling
753
bills
Call
Sears.
brick
veneer
-baths,
home,
washer,
has
dishes,
lots
of
odds
everything that you
enhance, you: print
AKC registered Poodle. 7531974 Cougar XR-7. $1500 or 2310 for free estimate
1621 Keenland Drive. Home h with a energy efficient
need in a home.
and ends.
2648.
take over payments.- Call 753CARTER STUDIO
features Olympic size pool. 1 wood burning stove.
K & K Stump Removal. Do yoi.
4083 after 6 pm.
Two female Doberman puppies Garage sale, all day Saturday.
central heat and air. fireplace.
All for $35,900.
753 8798
304 Minn
need stumps removed from
some
of
everything,
rocker
for sale. Call 753-0896.
o
burglar alarm system. For more o
1979 Datsun B-310. front your -yard or land cleared of
toys. antiquesand so on Watch
Thinking
of
remodeling
your
information
call
Purdom
&
g
Well
high
constructed
radial
no
wheel
air,
drive,
Trained male English Setter for for signs on Cole Campground
stumps? We can remove
Thurman Real Estate, 753
mileage, good condition. Call stumps opts 24- below the house? We do it all' Hawley
house
with
sale. 437-4386.
4S
Road. Also 5 piece maple
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585.
436-2207 after 7 pm.
bedrooms,
living
ground, leaving only sawdust Bucy, 492-8120.
39. Poultry-Supplies bedroom suite with twin beds
s room, and large
Geneva Jones 753-6557,
\
formal dinand chips Call for free WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
,Complete with new box springs
custom
paint,
air
240Z,
Datsun
so- - - Three varities of Fancy Pigeons
ing room. 2 fireplaces,
ci
and mattress ,Call 753-2237
dam, luevers, new - Michelins. estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 COATING & SEALING. HaviCall 753-8224.
your home driveway or parking
2'2 baths, central gas S Mbst for your money' Lovely 3 AM-FM cassette, T-port sun or Bob Kemp. Jr 435:4319
lot sealed professionally before
bedroom. 2 bath, ranch with roof. 753-3749.
S heat and central air.
40. Produce
Licinsed Electrician and gas inwinter. 753-8163
Has dry basement. b large kitchen/family room. on
stallation, heating installation
For sale: Apples and mustard
i
JAMES'
4 acres. You have to see the For sale. 1976 Triumph TR-7.
k
Reduced
to
$63,500.
1
Will
haul driveway white rock
and
repairs.
Call
753-7203.
Call 753-2666.
many. extras this home offers good condition. Call 759-1657.
. I S Owner financing to
.. BOYD-MAJORS'
ANTIQUES
and Ag lime, also have any type
repair,
dying
Leather
cleaning,
4-115-ublic Sale
includes prime location for For sale 1978 King Cobra,
REAL ESTATE
Zi I qualified buyer.
of brown or white pea gravel
bI country
Custom Stripping and
living Call Spann Real black with T-top. air- and alterations Also • saddle Also do backhoe work Can
6 S
1
753-8080
Browns Grove Trading Post an
Some. from. - 13114,130
Repairing
0
and 41 Real Estate
harness
repair.
and
We
make
ty
Associates, 753-7724
conditioned, 24.000 miles.
i
1 5 INN •1,Immo - /3174/6
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 D'
indoor flea market' Tuesday.
Refinishing. Custom
1,..... how - 71347IS
leather clothing chaps. vests,
'• Prifes.srona I tier 'ice,
%
753-1874.
Saturday. 9-6. Sunday. 1-5.
753-6763.
tn
wi •.1ss•.1ws 7512409
Will: Pit Friendls 1 ouca
O
h
Cabinets and Wood
belts,
purses,
tack
billfolds
Roberts Realty hasI 1 .
Si....wh., Ow
,
closed Mondays.
For sale 1978 Volare. 24.00Q_ and many other gift items. Call Wet basement? We make wet
A CAREFUL
S
t
working. No dipping.
133-932.
both commercial and S
5
S':'" BUYER'S DREAM"
miles. loaded, $4500 or best 753-9736.
basements dry,'Work compleL
-6
Hwy.
641 South
Cold weather by Hot bargains
residential building
offer. Call 759-1052.
New Listing -'OwnerS S Murray-Calloway
"
ly guarenteed. Call or write
\
k
at Garage sale at 1707 Johnson
492-8850
Mobilehomes
state
lots in the city and in
m-oved
leaving town, 3
For sale. 1975- Monte Carlo wide. West End Mobile Home Morgan Construction Co
County Realty
1
(off Doran Road) Friday and
the county! Prices s bedroom, 1-bath,
B.V.
Landau, good condition. Sale Complete parts and ser Route 2, Box 409A.' Paducah.
t
(502)753-8146
Saturday. 8 30-3 00
753-1222 $1850
range from' $3,000.00
KY 42001. or call day or night
and frame home, nice- S S
Call 753-4051 after 5. vice 442-1918
304M. 12th St.
up. Owner financing
1-442-7026.
ly - decorated, electric
Aiiwr.y. Ky 42071
i
For sale: 1970 Olds good
available for some.
heat. 1 car carport kt
%
do plumbing. heating
transportation,
$150.
Also
ONVENIEN"f
C
Let Anna, Wayne or
ROOFING
with storage. Large ks
• ainting, roofing. carpentry
1964 Chevrolet pickup. Cal
Alex tell you about
COUNTRY
Commercial and Resilot. This is a well built S
53-2211 or 759-1270. •
436-2744 after 5.
LIVING
them! Office 753-1651,
Saturday, November I, 6:00 p.m. at the New Condential, Shingle and
home and moderately
Income property. Small apartAll do house paitiFirg.• inside
Just listed this
Import Auto Salvage Two 1970
cord Auction Barn 10 miles south of Murray, Ky.
0 priced at 36,500.00
Roofs.
ReferBuilt-Up
ment building, fully rented, exor out. Call
Datsun engines. 1400 serre
three
spacious
on Hwy 121.
work
•nces,
all
0
EXCELLENT
cellent income. For sale by
one 1200 serieS, One 1975 2
bedroom, two bath
0
Free 753column
-06.
teed. 753-6581
0
VALUE
4 owner. Low $20's Call 753- home located only two TC Toyota. all low miles anc 8
This month we have two new dealers. One
Free
kittens
3 or 4 months old
759-1859.
sr
E
7- I,
1803
8742
.
i
Westwood0
more. Call 474-2325.
miles from town on ll2
from Northern Illinois and one from East Ken
Call 753-3994
South 12th at Sycamore
0 Reduced for a gaick
Home
features
acres.
1980 Mazda 626. mettalic
tucky who will have lots of furniture and
8 sale,
owner
Telephone 733-1651
central electric heat
blue, automatic. air. $6250.
glassware. Lots of primitives. If you plan on
P.O. Box 381
transferred out of h
and air, with an
Call 362-4434 after 5 pm.
buying antiques for Christmas, don't miss this
state, this 3 BR., v., q
economical woodburn1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6.
00 bath, B.V. with central
sale.
iNARNINGI Do not look at this
ing fireplace insert
2-door, new front seat. Asking
electric heat and air,
property unless you are 0
and is tastefully
753-1222
0 wall-to-wall
$900 Call 753-0193 after
225 L.P. Miller St.
carpeting, S
prepared to ,buy! The first
decorated. Offered in
430.
temptation is the beautifully 0 kitchen-family room
the $50's through KopOpen Hours
1973 Pontiac stationwagon.
comb, dishwasher, 4
treed 15 acres...The second is
RENT?
petud Realty, 711
Excellent condition. See at 317
0 This WHY
Mon.
&
753-9324
Tues. 8:30-1:30
range, exhaust fan, in 0
the home that donsists of 3home presentl,N
Main.
North 7th Street. 753-5181.
Bob Belson 436-5353
bedrooms. 2 baths, and rec
county but has city 0
Close Wednesday
consists of two apartINVESTMENT
R
room. The third is that it is
1979 1-Bird Heritage. loaded.
sewerage and water.
PROPERTY
1S ments, but could be
Friday & Saturday 8:30-12:30
close-in...The fourth is owner
Call 435-4276. •
Outside storage room, 0
easily converted back
36x187 building on
0 to one family dwelling.
financing is available,. Test
carport paved drivq., )
753-3685
1975 Vega. good condition.
80x200 lot. Could be
k
your will power and call us at
chain-lkin fenced
radial tires. 31 mpg highway.
There is a separate
utilized as one rental
t'S
753-I492...Century 21 Loretta b backyard.
Only tl
Call 436-2593 evenings.
garage and large
•
unit or divided into
A
Jobs. Realtors.
• $43,500.00.
garden area. Ideal inseveral units. Buy this
1965 VW Beetle. Present motor
1
Saturday, November 1 at 10 a.m.,
Would you like to look around h
vestment property at
has 20.000 miles Excellent
and ger a good return
Rain or Shine at the A. G. Hill home 40 ish again?...Then see- this
753-8080
candidate for restoring.. Best
$16,000. Phone 753on your investment.
quiet
•
located
brick
on
home
offer. 759-1262 after 5 pm
1222. Kopperud Realty
at 916 N. 18th Street, Murray, Ky.
Priced at $64,000.
street near MSU. It's lust for
for full-time real
Located at corner of
1971 Volkswagen and 1970
(1/2 block oH Coldwater Rd.)
you 3 bedrooms (large master Ideal Investment Rental.. 7
estate service.
4th and Chestnut
MG Midget. Call 753-6709
Saturday, November 1st, 10:00 a.m. t/2 mile West
Will sell: 16 ft. Thunderbird Camper (sleeps 6), new
bedroom), den with built in rental units located on 58
EVERYTHING
Streets, Phone Kopafter 5 pm.
of Lynn Grove, KY on Highway 94.
storage unit. 2 baths all acres in lake area. 6 trailers
wood stove, portable typewriter (Royal), elec. adding
YOU'VE
BEEN
Realty,
753-1222.
perud
redecorated with paint, and older home have income of
50. Used Trucks
machine, cabinet model elec, sewing machine, elec,
This is a big all day sale! Used furniture,
LOOKING FOR
wallpaper. panelling Land- approximately $490 per monheaters, electrolux vacuum, coffee & end tables,
small appliances, truck loads of good glass
Chevrolet
C-10
1978
4-whee'
Over
2,000
square
feet
scaped lawn with trees and th. 10 acres tendable...Pnced
46140rnes For Sale
child's elec. organ.
.drive truck. Ps, pb. AM-FM 8
of living area on a tree
and china, cast iron items, stone jars, jugs,
at
753-1492
Call
in
the
$60's.
for
backyard
...fenced
shrubs
Antiques & Collectibles -''5" curve roll top desk,
By owner 3 bedroom brick, 2 track stereo. $4750 Call 498
shaded lot. This home
Jobs.
churns, pie safe, kitchen cabinet, cast iron
2-box oak telephone, Seth Thomas mantle clock, oak- privacy. Don't hesitate. Call Century 21 Loretta
full baths, family room with 8428 or 498-8970.
has a large cedar
Realtors for more information
Loretta
Century
21
753-1492
stove, beds, old tools, lots of grab boxes
bed, 2 lyre base tables, wood water bucket,
_fireplace.
hying
_room,
_kitchen
paneled family room
Chevy- Silverado ID, 4
Jobs. Reattors...Edt, yes. 1S
typewriter, very unusual Aladdin lamp, oak lamp
and
much morel 'This wilt -be a Flea Market
utility,
fully
garage.
and
double
U REALTY, INC.
wheel - drive, automatic
with a wood burning
priced in the $40's.
table. GWTW type lamp, sausage mill, railroad lans,,r 1900 w ser.w.rOe
The
landscaped one acre lot transmission, power steering
Dealers Delight!
fireplace, lots of
nun..
end
,,Nrrs
tern, Avons, child's rocker, ironware, crock or,
Located in Oaks Estate, walking power brakes,' air-conditioned
for information Call
cabinets and is close to
MIMES HOMES
distance from club Call 753- AM-FM 8-track, cruise control
glassware & many miscellaneous trinkets and grab
BUSINESSES
a shopping center in
4562 after 6 pm
boxes.
lAKE AND RECREATIONAL
tilt wheel, split rear window
quiet neighborhood.
Purdom 8 Thurman
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available If
PROPERTY
Dogwood. Redbud. Forsythia. tool box, hand rails. all terraw
House
is
surrounded
Insurance
you are planning an auction be sure ta call
Lilacs. Azehas, and seventeen radial tires. very good concl
Listings
needed! Offices
by other quality-built
Real Estate
tall Poplars. on an acre with a lion. $6800. 759-1465
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
l homes. All this plus
Southside Court Square
435.4128
Lynn Grove By
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
cozy red cabiTi. one bedroom. 1967 Elcomino-body. Call 436
three bedrooms and
Murray, Kentucky
built-in
range.
oven
and
STROUT REAL TY
2439
after
4.30.
two baths. Mid 60's. A
753-4451
bookcases. carpet. refrigerator,
Ms L 11wwww Broke,
new listing through
1,17 Ce.d.wro,id 753-0186
and washer Reduced to for sale: 1974 Jeep Renegade
Kopperud Realty.
.-•,
$18.500. Owner here this CI-5. fully equipped for of
week Route 1346, half mile road. 753-0355.
1966 Ford Pickup. F-100. Call
north of Irvin Cobb Road.
105 N.
753-04,05 until 4.30 pm after
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE 2
12th Street
5pm call 759-1871
custom built homes, .10%
753-8080
above cost Now is the time to 1973 Ford F-100 Ranger
buy that dream home you've $1500. Call 759-1515 after 5
always wanted -Call 753-3903 pm
1111!11hmamsi
Two bedrooms, living room, kit- 1974 GMC pickup, power steer
chen, bath, upstairs, boxed in ing and brakes,- air. AM-FM
back porch, 2 out buildings, cassette tape. tilt wheel
and pole barn Financing $1500. Call
THIS HOUSE HAS EVERYTHING
available Near New ProCampers
753-981
The proof is in the looking!! Come see this beautiful 3
vidence $30.500 Call 492.
See the new Prowler trailers for
BR., 2 bath brick home in Canterbury. This house
8336.
1980 - Also many 'good used
with large tiiring room, dining room, kitchen with.
veneer
brick
bedroom
Three
trailers.
Camper
Arrowhead
NEW LISTING
PRICE REDUCED $2000
CONVENIENT LOCATION .
cooking island, den with fireplace, and economical
house
sq.
ft
with
.
over
1800
Highway
80
Sales,
East
Keep worm economically this winter in this Near a shopping center, this three bedroom,
Four bedroom executive home located in exheat pump could be your dream home.
Pr baths, half basement with Mayfield. KY. 247-8187
cozy 2 bedroom bungalow located on quiet, no
cellent neighborhood. Economic central gas
1 f/7 both charmer features a convenient kitwalkone
drive
in
doors
and
2
outlet street. Very low year-round utility bills, chen, economical central gas heat and central
heat, formal dining room, 11 closets, den with
ari-ditotors
in door Seperate garage with 2 5-7:kitsand for those cool nights, a flickering fireplace air-conditioning. A good buy at $38,900. fireplace, and central electric air conditioning
drive-in doors and one walk-in 14 Aluminum Craft ton boat
adds just the right touch for comfort and at- Owner has ,been transferred, immediate
make this residence a comfortable and
'located on wooded lot. 34 Easy Rider trailer. 25 horse
mosphere. Attached 1 -car garage and at- possession.
economical family home. Offered in the low
acres. approximately 5 miles Johnson. Boat and trailer like
tractively landscaped and shaded lot. Offered
570's. Immediate occupancy.
east of Murray. Price $50.000 new Call 753-2935
at S34,600.
Additional acreage can be Boat, motor. trailer, 16' bass
STREAMLINED NEW NOME
bought. Call 753-1716 or 436- boat. 145 hp Mercury motor
Just listed, 1505 Cloyshire, lovely 3 BR. By, home,
5360.
Call 753-0069 after 4 pm
country kitchen with fireplace, electric heat, very
47. Motorcycles
711
tastefully decorated, only 2 yrs. old. Attached
51:U-tikes Offeredgiirage, fenced backyard. nicely landscaped, paved
650
Yamaha
1979
Black
Cortz:ete
and
block
Rork
'Block
BM Rayburn 759-4900
Special, kke ;new, $1909 or garages, tiasements. trtvvvrays
driveway, Owner-leaving state. Priced to sell. at
Andersen
best Welk Call 759-4749 atter walks, pafios, steps, free
$42,000,
George Gallagher 753-8129
After Office Hours
4_pm
estimates Charles Barnett
Bill kopperud 753-1'22
753-5476.
Barbara
Irwin
753
4136
Early Christmas lay away
39
.8
36277
5
6
.
3
7
7
-5
9
50
1
ps
y
7
:!3
od
eGru een MillerSMhor o
RHomerbr
Audra Moody 753 9036 W
available now for Yamaha 3. Custom made cabinets, mow
wheelers Tri-moto Town & centers, book cases. hutches %II. Hook 753-2387
Country Yamtha, 753 8078
Reasonable 436 2566
Hey kids, A used 1979 Honda
/0 three-wheeler extra nice
only $425 Town 8. Country
Yamaha, 753 8078
Used mini-bike, 2 Honda 50's,
2 Italiet 50's for $225 and up
Town & Country Yamaha 75380/8
1978 Yamaha 650 Special, excellent condition $5(10 753
2307

LARGE MOM MUDS LARGE
FAMILY! This Lovely home
features all the room you'll
need! 41 Formal hr.,g roorn,
B1 Formal dining room. C)
large kitchen. 12) SeP4rate
family room with fireplace, LI
Four bedrooms, F) Two and
one half baths. G) large up
stairs gameroorn, II) Lots
more The owners have left
Murray So home
ainsilabk
for immediate possession
It's located at 1 /06 Plainview
lust a short wall from Murray
High School Only S74,900
Just roll us to see this very
livable home

Fence sates at Sears now Call
Sears. /53-2310 ton free
estimate for your needs.
For all your upholstery needs
call us at Wayside Upholstery
We have a wide selection of
fabrics to choose from We appreciate your business Call
753-5361 or 753 6488
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ANTIQUE AUCTION

Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP

till
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k
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AUCTION
SALE
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selling your
lye, without
er you've
me money.
14er before
Dollars and
isals Secur0-20

;hop
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SILVER -GO

LE
rain or shine,
man on South

suite with
r, living room
king size bed,
Electric dryer,
s, dinette set
writer, adding
:tric heaters.
plated coffee
incyclopedios.
, lots of hand
lawn mower
ger, some anrobe, antique
;h stond, oak
s more too
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on the troun-

taker

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE

BOB W(FROSTY)MILLER
AUCTIONEER
4924594

eBOYD-MAJORSs

Buyers And Sellers Autumn-Matically Depend
On KOPPERUD REALTY For All Their Real Estate Needs

Main
Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)
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Local Students Attend
Rotary Club Program

Alvah Galloway Is
Mrs. Tongate Dies
At Home Wednesday; Dead At Age Of 71;
Services Saturday
Funeral It Friday
Alvah Galloway of Murray
Elizabeth
Forrest
Route 3 died Wednesday at
1..(thieen Tongitte'of Hardin
Ituute 1 died ,Wednesday at 8:15 p.:11. at the Murray20 a.m. ,stzher home. She Calloway County Hospital. He
was 71 years of age and a
))4 yearrs of age.
Sic: was a former employee retired employee of the Ken(rOterilake Statt Park and a tucky Highway Department.
The -deceased was a
, us nber of the Aurora Christian Church. She was the member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church and
(laughter of the late Mr. and
M.s. Willie A. Young of Crit- Temple Hill bodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons.
tenden County.
Mrs. Tung4e is survived by Born Jan. 13, 1909, in Calloway
her husband; one daughter, County, he was the son of the
Miss Tracey Tollgate, Hardin; late Schudder Galloway and
three sons: Steven Fritts, Rela Waterfield Galloway.
Mr. Galloway is survived by
Nashville, Tenn., Paul Fritts,
Richmond, and Tim Fritts, his wife, Mrs. Ovie Tubbs
Hardin; one brother, Ralph Galloway, one son, Dan
Galloway, and two grand- Young,Oak Grove. '•
The funeral will be held Fri- children, Brent and Bradley
day .at.1 p.m. at the chapel of Galloway, Murray Route 3;
the Goodwin Funeral Home, two sisters, Mrs. Jetta
Cadiz, with the Rev. Warren Houston, Murray Route 4, and
Robbins .officiating. Burial Mrs. Valley Miller, Madison
-will follow in the Marshall Heights, Mich.; three brothers
- Burnett Galloway, DearCounty Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the born, Mich., Billy Nat
funeral home after 4 p.m. to- Galloway, Almo Route 1, and
Taz Galloway, Murray Route
day I Thursday ).
3.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Temple Hill United Methodist
Church with burial to follow in
the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be at the
Hattori Lovins of 403 North graveside.
Third Street, Murray, died toFriends may call at the J. H.
day at 12:30 a.m, at the Com- Churchill Funeral Home after
munity Hospital, Mayfield. He 7 p.m. tonight(Thursday).
was 71 years of age.
, The deceased was a
ineniber of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born Aug. 26, 1909, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Pitts Lovins and
Word has been received of
Effie Evans Lovins.. .
He is survived . 'by one the death of Mrs. Roberta
daughter, Mrs. Rink (Louise) Hart Miller, formerly of
. linlentine, Murray Route 3; Calloway County, who died
one son, Bobby Gene Lovins, Wednesday at the Memorial
Murray; half sister, Mrs. Hospital, Long Beach, Cal.
She was 84 years of age and
Evelyn Wallace, Auza, Cal.;
three brothers - ,Richard the wife of Cluff Miller who
,uv ns, Murray Route 7, died Sept.IX, 1976: She was a
Robert I,ovins, Fern Terrace member of the Methodist
Lodge, and Bruce Lovins, Church and was the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Phol
Paris,Tenn.
The funeral will be held Fri- Hart.
Mrs. Miller is survived by
-day tit 2 P.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral several nieces and nephews in
Horne with the Rev. R. J. Bur- Calloway County.
Funeral and buritil services
poe officiating. Burial will
follow )-in---the Parker will be held Ftidly in Long
Cerrietery.
Beach, Cal.
'Friends may call at the
MONEY EXPENDED
funeral home after 5 p.m. toThe Hazel City Council met
day )Thursday).
on Oct. 6, 1980 on the regular

Hatton Lovins Dies
Today At Hospital;
Rites On Friday

Former Resident,
Mrs. Miller, Dies
At The Age Of 84

Approximately half of the
gas used in a gas stove is used
to fuel the pilot light.

meeting night. The council
voted to pay to the Calloway
County Fiscal Court the sum
of $1,000 from the state
municipal aid fund.

A Halloween Nig t mat
At Seven Seas
Each Customer Will Receive A FREE
Drink & FREE piece of Pumpkin
Pie With Each Dinner.

*jetifi`--lif For The Fines
in Steak

Restaurant
753-4141

andseorood

HIGHWAY 641 r... OPEN 4 PM
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ATTENDS ROTARY SLMINAR - Several high school students attended the 15th Annual Student Program On Kentucky Enterprise, sponsored by the Rotary Clubs of Kentucky. During the program, several guest speakers lectured
on fiscal responsibilities and the economic system. Those attending from Murray High were (from left, left photo)
Charles Beaman, Kathy Walston, Natalie Garfield, Tracy LaMastus and Todd Mills. Not pictured is Greg Schanbacher. Calloway County High students attending were (right photo) Darrell Overby and Phillip Orr. Not pictured is
Julie Gargus.

Federal Government Runs Up
Second-Worst Deficit On Record
WASHINGTON (AP)- The federal
government, battling recession and inflation at the same time, ran up the
second-worst deficit on record in the
last fiscal year. There was twice as
much red ink as the year before.
The Treasury Department closed the
books Wednesday on fiscal 1980, which
ended Sept. 30, and announced that the
deficit was $59 billion. That was exceeded only by the $66.4 billion deficit of
1976.
The deepening ,deficits were due
largely to the recession, which cut
government receipts, and inflation,
which forced up spending.
The government collected $520 billion
during the year, compared with $466
billion in 1979, and spent $579 billion, up
17.3 percent from the previous year.
The 1979 deficit was $27.7 billion, lowest

since $4.7 billion in 1974.
largest single federal expenditure
The Carter administration has
from $118 billion in 1979 to $134.4 billion
forecast a deficit of $29.8 billion for the • in 1980. Social Security taxes rose 15.6
current fiscal year, but that could go
percent to $138.8 billion.
higher if there is a tax cut in 1981.
In other areas:
The 1980 deficit was almost $20 billion
-Individual income taxes totaled
higher than President Carter had pro$244.1 billion, up 12 percent from 1979.
jected in January, before the economy
,. -Spending for commerce and hauswas staggered by- rampant inflation
ing-increased 188 percent to $7.5 billion.
and a sharp decline in economic output.
Expenditures for transportation and
Spending also increased to accomfarm programs were up 22 percent to
modate higher defense costs, the influx
$17 billion and $6.4 billion, respectively.
of refugees from Cuba and Haiti and
-The cost of international affairs,
several natural disasters, including the
mainly peace-keeping efforts in the
Mount St. Helens eruption.
Middle East,jumped 78 percent to $10.5
Recession took its toll on corporate
billion.
tax collections, which dropped 1.6 per-Military spending increased 15.5
cent to 864.6 billion.
,
percent to $132.8 billion.
At the same time, inflation pushed
-Interest on the national debt rose
Social Security payments - which are
from $52.6 billion in fiscal 1979-to 864.6
tied to inflation and represented the
billion in 1980.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Presi Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -The Brown administration's
purchase of a $1.8. million
twin-engine helicopter will be
reviewed by a legislative committee.
The Sikorsky Spirit, the
most expensive aircraft in
state-government history, was
bought partly with capital construction funds.
It was delivered before July
1, when the Legislatute's
Capital Construction and
Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee was formed
under a 1980 law. '

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a.m.(ST today famished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray.
Industrial Average
-5.20
Air Products
52% -4,
American Motors
5 -. .
4
Ashland
38.. + .
American Telephone
4948 -45
Chrysler..
,,,
8% +..
Ford Motor
24% -.1,
G.A.F.I14,2 unc
General Dynamic
62 +s
General Motors
49% unc
General Tire
19% one
Goodrich
22'6 -..
Goodyear
16.4 -4
.
Gulf Oil
40.2 -.4
Hardees
26'2 umHeublein
213.. .55
1.B.M
65'. +..
Jenro
21.413 21NA
K Mart
19,2 36
Kuhn's Big K
355 unc
Pennwalt
28 unc
Quaker Oats
273e ..
Texaco
38% -12
U.S. Tobacco
No Trade
Wendy's
15'41315NA

Questions arose at earlier
meetings about the committee's jurisdiction in the matter. The -members were told
by a staff assistant Wednesday that, while they may
review purchases made with
capital construction money_
they have no veto power.
In advocating the review
"as a matter of information,"Sen. Ed O'Daniel, .DSpringfield, said the
helicopter purchase "does
have an effect on the capital
construction budget for the
biennium."
And, because of the purchase arrangement, the cost
of the helicopter could affect
the capital construction
budget in the future, O'Daniel
said, adding that there has

been no legislative review of ed concern over projects being
approved for funding with inthe matter to date.
The purchase is being dustrial revenue bonds apfinanced under an agreement proved by the 1980 General
negotiated by Gov. John Y. Assembly.
Brown Jr. with the First
Security National Bank and
Trust Co. of Lexington.
The state can pay off the
note over eight years, with the
bank getting 8 percent on the
The
unpaid balance, or at any
Kirksey
United
Methodist Church will hold its
time.
Brown has said the annual homecoming on Sunhelicopter was needed • to day, Nov. 2, with the Rev.
make rural communities Charles Yancey of Camden,
more accessible to state of- Tenn., a former pastor of the
ficials. The cost, he said, church, to speak at the 11 a.m.
would be offset somewhat by a worship services.
A basket lunch will be servcutback he ordered in the
ed in the social hall of the
state's air fleet.
On another matter, several church during the noon hour
committee members express- and this will be followed by an
afternoon program of singing.
The afternoon program,
beginning at 1:30, will feature
the Alveys of Paducah, who
formerly sang on a full time
calling attention to problems basis and recorded for Heartwithin the department, warming. They were recently
especially with the operation featured at the National
Quartet Convention in
of the merit system.
They were informed by the Nashville, Tenn.
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
board of health that they
would be considered resigned church pastor, said he exif they did not return Monday. pected a large crowd and exIn connection with their tended a cordial invitation 'to'
return, the nurses said in let- the public to attend.
ters to the media that they
hoped the problems could be
resolved "by good faith and
discussion."

Kirksey Church
To Hold Annual
Homecoming

Seven Graves County
Nurses Back At Work
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) Seven Graves County Health
Department nurses returned
to duty after a work stoppage
that began Oct. 14.
The six registered nurses
and one licensed practical
nurse, who returned to work
Monday, apparently had been
seeing their patients individually after first calling in
"sick" on Monday,Oct. 14.
The nurses said they were

Stride Rite's" new Julie shoes are the styles little and
growing girls love. High fashion, top to bottom. Jolie
shoes are made of the softest kid leather in the latest
colors girls are asking for. They look good from your
standpoint, loo, because they come in a wide variety
of widths and sizes for the best fit And, you can look
forward to a prow fit at the hands of the Stride Rite
Children's-,ShPe Specialists

BOB BLAKE
We are pleased to announce the addition of

BOB BLAKE

Oikby
. Stride Rite

to our staff in the position of SALES MANAGER, effective
Monday, October 20th. Bob, former Pontiac, dealer in
Mayfield, invites his many friends and former customers to
call on him at.. .

Children's Shoes
753-4383

Southside Manor

PURDO;s1
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILUI0

1406 MAIN

,,.71----Illyt.P.witei.mstrt-o''''

MURRAY
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Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, Nov. 1 at 7
p.m. Work will be in the E.A.
Degree.
Billy Miller, Master of the
Lodge, urges all Masons to attend.
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Stahr Jr., former president of
Indiana University, recent
president of the National
Audubon Society and former
official to five U.S. presidents;
J. Lewis Powell, winner of two
Freedoms Foundation of
Valley Forge awards; The
Honorable Larry J. Hopkins,
U.S. Congressman
and
memb.rr of the agriculture
committee and the committee
on aging;
Dick Gariepy, author, lecturer and consultant to industry, government and
education; Leonard Hamilton,
assistant basketball coach at
the University of Kentucky;
and Kathleen Miller, social
psychologist and professor at
Transylvania University.

Hog Market
ederaiState Market News Service 0,
tober 30, 1990
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 584 Est. 650 Barrows &
GilLs steady Sows under 500 mostly
steady over 500 lbs $2.00 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs... $469546 50 few 46.75
US 2210-250 lbs...
$45.7546.00
US 2-3 240-260 lbs .... .
444.75-45.75
US 44 360-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
137.0040.00
US 1-3 300-4511 lbs .
$3600-42.00
US 1-3 45450016s
$42.0443130
US 1-3 500650 lbs . . .
443.00-44.00
US 2-3360-506 lbs.
$37 00-3600
Boars 340037.00

Livestock Market

Sheriff's Office
Open For Taxes
The office of Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris will be
open until noon Saturday in
order for taxpayers to get a
discount on their county property taxes.
Morris said the discount is
in effect on taxes paid by Nov.,
I.

Huddleston To
Chopper Purchase To Be Reviewed Speak
At Rally

Jolie. Pretty
little big girl shoes.

j

Several local high school
students attended the 15th annual Student Program On
Kentucky Enterprise Oct. 25
at Transylvania University.
Sponsored by the Rotary
Clubs of Kentucky, the
seminar focused on basic
understandings of the
American economic system,
reasons for sound fiscal
responsibility and contrasting
opportunities available to
young people in a profitoriented economy.
Students from Murray High
were Todd Mills, Tracy
LaMasttis, Natalie Garfield,
Kathy Walston, Greg Schanbacher and Charles Beaman.
Those attending from
Calloway County High were
Phillip Orr, Darrell Overby
and Julie Gargus.
Speakers included Elvis .I.

U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston will, speak at. a
Democratic Party rally at the
Calloway County courthouse
at 11:30 a.m. Friday,Oct. 31.
The rally will be held outside weather permitting.
Otherwise, it will be held in
the courtroom.

LOUISVILLE, K5. API USDA Estunated receipts cattle and calves
400; compared to Wednesday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested:'
slaughter cows 1,03-2.00 lower, full
decline on grade 1.2 these 2.063.00 lower
for two days trading; slaughter bulls
steady; slaughter calves and vealers
steady; represented feeders steady;
utility cows 41.0045.75, few high dressing 46.00-48.75; cutter 37.50-42.25; canner
and cutter under 800 lb 34.00-37.50;
slaughter bulls grade 1-2 10104380 lb
52.00-59.25; good and choice 200.305 lb
vealers 63.00-71.00; choice 310.355 lb
calves 55.0061.00; feeder steers medium
frame 1340.580 lb 71.50-76.00, few 608.615
lb 70.50-71.50; medium frame 2330.610 lb
60.00-66.75: large frame 2 mostly. Holsteins 440.490 lb 57 50-59.50; 915-995 lb
50.75-58.75; heifers medium and small
frame 1 including fleshy offerings 340455 lb 53 50-64.25; 504655 lb 58.50-62.25
close barrows and gilts 25 higher; 1-2
225-250 lb 47.50-47.65; 2 215-250 lb 47,004750: 250.275 lb 46.75-47.00; sows weak to
1.00 lower; 1-2300-350 lb 40 50-42.00; 350400 lb 42.00-43.00; 400.450 lb 43.0044.00;
450.500 lb 44.00-45 00. 500.550 lb mostly
45.00-45.50; partload 645 lb 48.55; utility
300.400 lb 36.00-40 00; boars over 300 lb
40 00-41.00, under 300th 31.0436.06
Sheep 25 untested
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1980 Buick Century
4 Door, approx. 23,000 miles, Burgundy roof and iaterior. V-6, PS, PB, and Air, cruise control, rear window defrost.

'611-75:04
s6,700.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine G
)(01 Parts
753-2617
611/111AL

641 Sow*

